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Experiential Education in Boston's Pilot Schools: 
A Three-Year Demonstration Project

Final Report

I'm constantly thinking about how I can make the learning experience that much more powerful for my children. I have, in the past, always been thinking about, “How am I going to get a test score up? How am I going to do this?” This [experiential education instruction] has helped me to be creative and to be thinking about getting them involved in learning. I think that’s been the most powerful thing. (Teacher)

Context for the Pilot Schools Experiential Education Demonstration Project

The Pilot schools Experiential Education Demonstration (PSEED) project was intended to deepen and embed high-quality experiential education within each participating school’s academic programs. A continuation of a multiyear set of initiatives by the Barr Foundation, PSEED was an effort to unify the foundation’s content area foci on arts, fitness/sports, and environmental education with its belief that Pilot schools held promise as a systemic reform in the Boston Public School system (BPS). The Barr Foundation chose to collaborate with the Pilot schools in this work, in part because their greater flexibility allows for the adjustments in budget, staffing, and scheduling at the school level that are a prerequisite for successful experiential education programming. The PSEED work was grounded in the belief that high-quality experiential education would significantly enhance student engagement and performance over time. PSEED implementation began in the fall of 2005 and ended in the spring of 2008.

The decision to embark on the PSEED project was based on studies indicating that a greater emphasis on experiential education is needed. Research has shown that students learn in many diverse ways.\(^1\) However, traditional education programs have favored students with certain learning styles, emphasizing linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligences over musical, spatial, interpersonal, intrapersonal, naturalist, and bodily-kinesthetic intelligences.\(^2\) Experiential education, on the other hand, uses multiple senses and intelligences, and therefore is more effective in reaching a wider diversity of students, including traditionally underserved populations such as English language learners and students with special needs.\(^3\) Given the demographics of the students served by Pilot schools, as well as the collective mission of the Pilot Schools Network to provide


\(^2\) Gardner, *Multiple intelligences*.

high-quality teaching and learning, embedding experiential education would be a key vehicle to achieve their mission.

**Participating Organizations**

The PSEED project was a collaborative effort among Barr Foundation, the Boston Pilot schools, Center for Collaborative Education, and Community Matters.

**Barr Foundation**

The Barr Foundation is a private foundation committed to enhancing the quality of life for all Boston residents. While its primary areas of emphasis are education and the environment, it also provides support to arts and cultural activities. Its educational investments include a major emphasis on early education, the Boston Public School system, alternative educational approaches, and out-of-school programs. The Barr Foundation is interested in leveraging its grant making by combining several programmatic interests into one initiative. Currently, the foundation funds youth sports programs, experiential afterschool programs, as well as experiential environmental education and arts programs, both in and out of school. It decided to pool some of its grant funds in each program area to create a substantial initiative with synergistic program goals. Because of their control over budget, staffing, curriculum, governance, and schedule, as well as their missions and educational philosophies, Pilot schools are well positioned to integrate high-quality experiential education within their academic programs. By focusing these programming efforts on the Pilot schools, the foundation hopes to learn how these interventions make a difference in this subset of the district schools.

**Boston Pilot Schools**

Since 1994, the Boston Pilot schools have provided models of innovative practices for the Boston Public Schools and beyond. Like charter schools, Pilot schools have autonomy in the areas of budget, staffing, governance, school calendar, and curriculum and assessment. The theory behind Pilot schools is that student engagement and achievement increase when schools are small, personalized, mission-driven, and have autonomy over their resources in exchange for increased accountability. There are currently 20 Pilot schools, spanning grades preK–12 and serving approximately 11% of the BPS student enrollment.

While enrolling students that are similar demographically to that of the district’s enrollment, and while operating with similar per-pupil budgets, Pilot schools have demonstrated significant measures of success over their history. Most Pilot schools perform at or above the district average on virtually every indicator of student engagement and achievement. Pilot school students tend to have higher attendance, and lower suspensions and transfers, all indications of strong family and student engagement and high “holding power.” In addition, Pilot school students tend to have higher attendance.
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4 Center for Collaborative Education (2001). *How Pilot Schools Use Freedom over Staffing, Scheduling, and Budget to Meet Student Needs*. Boston: Center for Collaborative Education
graduation and college-going rates, and comparable or higher MCAS scores, all indications of high student achievement.

Because of the Pilot schools’ uniqueness, these schools are intended to serve as a reform model that could influence other district schools and practices. Pilot schools offer a controlled opportunity for research and development while providing a significant lever for change within the district. Pilot schools have expressed an interest and need for resources to improve experiential education offerings.⁵

A hallmark of Pilot schools is shared leadership and decision making by the people closest to the learners, which is enabled by a professional collaborative school culture. Using their autonomy, all Pilot schools schedule, staff, and govern in a way in which teachers share their practice and work in teams on a regular weekly basis. In schools with strong cultures of professional collaboration, “all participants remain dependent on others to achieve desired outcomes and feel empowered by their efforts.”⁶ Schools with strong professional collaborative cultures are also correlated with stronger school outcomes.⁷ Not only does this aspect of Pilot schools impact the implementation of PSEED, it is also is also likely to be reinforced by the implementation of PSEED.

**Center for Collaborative Education**

Founded in 1994, the Center for Collaborative Education (CCE) seeks to improve student learning in K–12 public schools and districts by promoting models of whole school reform that are focused on school and systemwide change and instructional improvement.

CCE’s goal is to be a resource and catalyst for the creation of autonomous and flexible schools in which learning is purposeful and meaningful, assessment demonstrates that students can do important things, teachers and students know each other well, diversity is respected and equity is embedded in all practices, and democratic values are modeled.

CCE fulfills its mission in four primary ways:

- Building an understanding with the larger public that innovative schools can increase opportunity and justice for every student.
- Creating effective models of urban education, district redesign, and leadership development.
- Providing onsite coaching, professional development, and networking opportunities for educators.
- Conducting research that documents school progress and student results.

The Barr Foundation, separate from the PSEED initiative, has supported CCE for its work with Pilot schools in the areas above. CCE’s role in PSEED was to facilitate

---

⁵ CCE needs assessment survey of Pilot school leaders conducted in 2004.
communication among the foundation, partners, and schools; to convene Knowledge sessions and other planning meetings; and to provide coaching and technical assistance to schools around experiential education.

**Community Matters**

Community Matters (CM) is a consulting firm that works with leaders to create lasting initiatives to ensure the educational and social development of children and youth. CM helps school districts, community organizations, government agencies, universities, labor organizations, and foundations have an impact on the lives of the people they serve and the institutions and communities of which they are a part. From its inception, CM assisted the Barr Foundation to design, implement, and support the PSEED project, serving as the primary liaison between the participating schools and the foundation, and facilitating the development of learning and knowledge-sharing experiences for the PSEED network of schools.

**History of PSEED**

The PSEED initiative began with three ideas. First, the Barr Foundation wanted to have an impact on making educational environments “work better” for all students, including those with limited English proficiency and learning disabilities, and saw experiential education as one way to accomplish this. Secondly, they focused on working with the Pilot schools as a strategy that would both provide flexibility and create momentum for eventual change in the Boston Public Schools as a whole. Finally, the foundation wanted to respond to an increased interest in extending the school day and saw incorporation of experiential learning as an approach that would build on the work they had done in the afterschool field as well as target funding to youth sports, experiential environmental education, and arts programs.

Through conversations with the CCE, which discussed the potential project with its member Pilot schools, it became apparent that extending the school day did not necessarily meet the needs or interests of the schools, and might not be the best way to carry out the foundation’s objectives. Pilot schools were excited about the prospect of improving the experiential component of their instruction but felt that attention should be paid to embedding more experiential education into their school days before focusing on extending hours. Therefore, while the initial idea was for schools to select a focus area in the arts, environmental education, and/or sports and fitness during an extended day, the final design was for experiential learning to be integrated into the existing school day’s curriculum and instruction. The PSEED project had two goals:

- Develop the capacity of the Boston pilot schools to provide quality, sustainable experiential education programming with a focus on:
  - Arts and culture
  - Environmental education
  - Sports and fitness
- Support the development of existing and new experiential education models within Boston’s Pilot schools that would correlate with improved student engagement and
achievement, and that would have the potential to be replicated to other Boston Public Schools.

Experiential education was defined in the Request for Proposals as a cycle with four steps, suggesting the ongoing nature of learning. Regardless of the content of the experience, learners use the following sequence:

- Engagement in concrete experiences;
- Observation and reflection of the experiences;
- Formation of concepts and generalizations from the experiences; and
- Application of new understandings.  

The Barr Foundation funded all interested Pilot schools for a total of 14 small planning grants, and then funded 7 proposals for three years of implementation. Each school received significant grants to fund particular activities, with the typical grant being around $100,000/year. The schools served a range of students, grades preK–12; had opened at various times and therefore were between newly opened to more than ten years old; and had various levels of readiness and exposure to experiential education. The schools adopted extremely varied experiential education approaches focused on different goals. For example, one school set whole-school implementation of experiential education as its goal, while another brought in a music teacher and strengthened community connections. Still another school hired a new staff member to extend its work in media arts, and another focused on developing and documenting high-quality experiential education curricula.

Table 1: Summary of PSEED Focus Areas by School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Name</th>
<th>Grades Served</th>
<th>Total Enrollment</th>
<th>PSEED Focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston Arts Academy</td>
<td>9–12</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>Design fundamentals and digital portfolios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston Day and Evening Academy</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>Environmental and health education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Harbor School</td>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>Physical and environmental education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Pilot Academy</td>
<td>K0–3</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Physical and arts education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilla Frederick Pilot Middle School</td>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>661</td>
<td>Environmental education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mission Hill School</td>
<td>K1–8</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>Arts, physical, and environmental education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Achievers K–8 Pilot School</td>
<td>K1–8</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>Environmental education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Purpose of the Documentation Report

The purpose of the PSEED documentation report is to summarize the three years of work in the seven Pilot schools, all of whom had diverse goals and implementation plans. The following questions guided the data collection and analysis:

1. How has experiential education been implemented at the school and in classrooms in new ways?
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8 Hansen, *The role of experience in learning*, 23–32.
2. How and to what extent have PSEED activities, technical support, and professional development supported the experiential education work at the school?
3. How and to what extent has PSEED made a difference in culture, curriculum, pedagogy, and structures?
4. Have there been changes in student engagement during the PSEED project’s time in the schools?

**Methods and Data Collection**

When educational researchers find changes in schools, teachers, and students, are these changes the result of the initiative rather than other factors? The PSEED initiative was not a research project, so there was no “control group” to allow measurement of student engagement and achievement in the absence of PSEED, nor would that have been possible or appropriate. Furthermore, the documentation project took place in the third and final year of PSEED, so “pre-post” data on measures such as the rubric to assess change over time does not exist.

Therefore, the Documentation Project team used a method referred to as “triangulating” the data from a variety of sources and perspectives. When there is agreement that effects on students, teachers, and schools resulted from the PSEED initiative, we can make the link with reasonable confidence.

The documentation team collected all data for this report in Year 3 of implementation, the school year 2007–08. Each data source is described below:

**Rubrics**—The rubric is organized in four focus areas of project implementation: curriculum, pedagogy, culture, and structures. The intent is to create a “common” set of measures that can provide a multifaceted portrait of school progress and facilitate dialogue on practice and processes throughout project implementation. Each focus area is constructed to explore key characteristics of experiential education. The rubrics ask for multiple perspectives from different stakeholders: teachers, students, school community, and school partners. The rubric focus areas and key characteristics are (see Appendix A1 for full rubric):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum</th>
<th>Pedagogy</th>
<th>School Culture</th>
<th>Structures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authentic</td>
<td>Inquiry-based</td>
<td>Quality-focused</td>
<td>Supportive leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content-rich</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
<td>Connected</td>
<td>Flexible schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaging</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>Flexible structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project- and performance-based</td>
<td>Reflective</td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>Inclusive student groupings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A school implementing experiential education will go through phases of development as it deepens and spreads its work. A school may be in different phases across different areas, or even in different phases within one area. These phases are on a four-point scale and reflect the frequency at which such work is occurring: Most of the Time (4), Some of the Time (3), Beginning to Occur (2), and Not at All (1). While the question of quality of implementation is also important, this scale does not attempt to capture that dimension.
Teachers completed the rubrics sections on Curriculum, Pedagogy, and School Culture. Each PSEED school had a designated PSEED “point person,” a staff member responsible for either leading the initiative or administering it. This person was also the primary contact person for the documentation team. Each principal and point person completed the sections on Curriculum, Pedagogy, and School Cultures as well as the section on Structures.

Self-reported ratings from different numbers of staff members with different roles in each school were collected. In some cases, PSEED teams completed the rubrics. In other cases, available teachers completed the rubrics. In one case, the whole staff completed the rubrics. Rubric data was entered into SPSS for analysis of means by item, focus area, school, and role. Mean rubric data for Curriculum, Pedagogy, and School Culture by school is provided in Appendix A2.

**Documentation**—Proposals, midyear and year-end reports, meeting agendas and minutes, memoranda from consultants to both the Barr Foundation and PSEED participants, as well as other supporting documents were collected. Selected exemplars and items are provided in Appendix B.

**Interviews**—Teachers, point people, principals, Barr, CM, and CCE staff were interviewed. Interviews were all recorded and transcribed. A total of 35 interviews were conducted. Selected quotes are used in this report to illustrate the findings. The attributions identify the speaker’s role, but not his or her school. Quotes included in the report represent all PSEED schools. When multiple quotes are used to illustrate a finding, the quotes come from a range of schools.

**Observations**—For all but one school, 2 observations were conducted per school. For the remaining school, one observation was conducted, for a total of 13 observations. Schools chose which events the documentation team would observe. Observations were written up within 24 hours, using a standard format.

**School practices**—School practices are quantitative indicators that describe how the school is structured and organized during the school day as relates to professional collaboration and student learning. Indicators used in this documentation report include amount of core instruction time, amount of professional collaboration time, and average class sizes.

Interviews and observations were analyzed using HyperResearch, a software program that allows researchers to study and analyze text and other qualitative data to identify trends based on code groupings and frequencies.

Instruments used in the documentation project are provided in Appendix A. These include the PSEED rubric, documentation list, interview protocols, and observation format.
The researchers worked as a team, developing data coding and analysis methods together and then dividing the work. Researchers met weekly by phone or in person to discuss data collection, findings, and next steps.

**Limitations of the Data Analysis**

- Data was collected at one point in time. We can describe change and change due to PSEED from the perspective of the various participants. Because the documentation project was implemented in Year 3, these descriptions are not based on data collected at the beginning and end of the grant period. Therefore, descriptions of the effects of PSEED could not be based on objective pre-/post-data.

- Data was collected from a nonrandom group of participants. They were often individuals selected because of their proximity to the PSEED project. Therefore, findings should be interpreted with the knowledge that other perspectives may be held by those not involved in providing data for the documentation project.

- With such a limited number of observations, independent data on quality/integrity of implementation is not quantified or presented.

- Limited conclusions about the impact of PSEED on student engagement and performance can be made for at least two reasons: (1) the quantitative data from Year 3 is available until 2009; and (2) PSEED was not the only initiative in the schools during the grant period that could have had an impact on student engagement and performance.
Cross-School Components of PSEED

Besides the grants to each participating school, the PSEED initiative included five cross-school or PSEED-wide components: (1) three “Knowledge Sessions” each year, which brought together leaders and teachers from each school to share their experiences; (2) a website; (3) technical assistance from several sources; (4) a Summer Institute conducted between Years 2 and 3 of the initiative; and (5) a common rubric tool, introduced in the fall of Year 3, to facilitate a common definition of quality experiential education and to capture a snapshot of where schools stood vis-à-vis implementation. In order to describe the implementation of PSEED, it is necessary to describe both the formal and common experiences that PSEED schools were offered and the school-level work on experiential education. We start with the common cross-school components while acknowledging that the bulk of the PSEED time and work—and not surprisingly successes—were located in individual school implementations.

In most schools, the PSEED initiative was designed to involve all staff. Each school had a designated “point person” who was responsible for facilitating the implementation, representing the school in PSEED-wide meetings and decisions, and communicating with the documentation team.

Knowledge Sessions

Knowledge Sessions were developed as a way for the grantees to share their experiences, learn from each other, and gain knowledge from outside sources. There were eight Knowledge Sessions in total over the three years—three in each of the first two years and two in the final year, followed by a community celebration of PSEED work in the spring of the final year. The Knowledge Sessions generally were comprised of time for sharing between schools (often providing peer-to-peer consultation in small groups), business items (deadlines for reports, budget issues), and common tasks such as developing a definition of experiential education, planning for the website, etc. Attendance at the Knowledge Sessions varied, with some schools sending several staff, including the principal, and others sending just one person, but all schools were generally represented.

The final Knowledge Session for spring 2008 was transformed into a PSEED Celebration. Held at the Commonwealth Museum adjacent to University of Massachusetts—Boston, school staff, families, students, and others in the greater Boston community were invited to attend. Each school set up an exhibition of its work, typically with students available to discuss their work with guests, and the afternoon included performances by students from several schools.

In interviews, we asked teachers and administrators about their experience of the Knowledge Sessions. We heard somewhat mixed responses, with a general sense that the sharing got better over time, as schools new to experiential education began to “catch up” with those that had been immersed in it over the previous years. In general, respondents appreciated the networking opportunity, but remarked on the challenge of finding common points of work, given the wide range of students, spanning pre-K to high school,
and the varied focus of the PSEED projects. Some interviewees expressed a sense of tension between the goals of sharing work and providing some evidence of progress to the foundation during Knowledge Sessions. Finally, some respondents voiced their desire to share work on a deeper level with peers. Typical comments include:

*I wish with the Knowledge Sessions that we would have more time meeting with people in the other schools, though. . . . We shared work, but I would love to then take it a step further and start hearing about the explorations that are going on at other schools and how they went through the process. . . . I would really like that time . . . to . . . pick people’s brains that have been doing it for a while. . . . It was great seeing other people’s work, students’ work. (Teacher)*

*Even though [they were] well-intended, [the Knowledge Session] was already created, and we fit into the . . . agenda. . . . So I know that I had X amount of minutes to say something, dah dah dah, and it went around. (Principal)*

**PSEED Website**

When the idea for a PSEED website emerged, even though it was not part of the original thinking for the initiative, PSEED point people and principals agreed that a website sounded like a helpful tool in the abstract. It had the potential to help school staff work in a fundamentally different way, such as through sharing of practice electronically. A PSEED website was launched in February of Year 1. Schools were introduced to the website at a Knowledge Session. This was followed by information sessions and onsite technical assistance as needed, conducted by Barr Foundation staff at each school. The website included a home page for the project overall that included sections for each Knowledge Session, general announcements, forms, and a school calendar. It also included individual sections for each school, a resource library, an area for each school to post documents and key contacts, and space for discussion among schools.

However, the website was not well utilized. Opinions as to why were varied: most respondents felt that it was difficult to use, both in its organization of information and, in particular, that the need to use a password created barriers for them. In order to have more easily integrated the electronic communication and sharing into their daily work lives, several interviewees suggested that it would have been preferable to integrate the function into existing systems, such as the district’s data management system. Given the time constraints faced by staff and administrators at the PSEED schools, the website became more of a task requested by the Barr Foundation and less of a working communications tool. Schools utilized the website primarily to post reports to Community Matters. Most of the teachers who were interviewed were not aware of the website, providing further evidence of its lack of integration into the daily life of the schools. Comments included:

*It’s wonderful in the idea, but then in the implementation and the expectation on the school and the expectation on myself—sometimes it doesn’t fit very naturally. It ends up actually stressing out folks at the building level. (Principal)*
People are so busy and they have their own systems already set up. . . . It is almost like if it could be integrated into what we use for BPS Webmail or something to that effect, it would be easier. . . . (Point person)

I hate that there’s a password on it. I never remember the password, I have to save it in my e-mail so I can go back and find it. I always feel like you can’t force-fit something like that. It’s either user-friendly and usable, . . . or it’s not. . . . So people don’t really use it that much. Why? Because it doesn’t really fit the need, right? So each of our contexts are so different as schools that it’s not always simple to do carryover. So, I don’t find it helpful, so I don’t go there. (Point person)

**Technical Assistance**

Technical assistance was a stated component of the project from the beginning. For instance, a memo distributed in January of the first year of the project stated:

> The Foundation, CCE, and CM are strongly committed to addressing any technical assistance needs identified by individual schools or the collective group of participating schools. We understand that the Knowledge Sessions provide an opportunity to address some issues, but there may be additional needs for assistance or training. We’d like to hear more about what kinds of TA and training might be helpful to you in addition to the professional development and training you may already be planning and implementing. We are particularly interested in addressing TA needs common to many or all of the grantees.

The technical assistance component of the project was fairly complex and changed each year. Three different groups had some role in technical assistance: Community Matters (CM), which helped Barr Foundation staff manage the project; Center for Collaborative Education (CCE), which has coaches assigned to each Pilot school; and in Year 3, the option of consultation with experts from Expeditionary Learning Schools—Outward Bound (ELS) was made available to schools that attended the Summer Institute.

However, there was broad agreement in the interviews that the TA component of the project was both critical and underdeveloped. A memorandum distributed in October 2006 (the fall of Year 2) commented on this need: “Many [PSEED project participants] also indicated that you would like more access to resources that could actually help you—individually and across sites—have a better understanding of experiential education practice and how to implement them” (10/23/06 Memo, p. 3).

The foundation began with the vision that significant technical assistance would flow through the already-in-place CCE coaches, who had played a significant role in designing the project plan, developing the RFP, and discussing the grant with school leaders.

CCE coaches played a role in supporting the work of the schools, either in implementation or fulfilling grant requirements such as proposals and reports.
We had coaching [from CCE] around the original [proposal], when we first put the proposal together for the Barr grant. (Teacher)

Some of the professional development we did was, we tried to talk about Understanding by Design and using Understanding by Design principles. [A CCE coach] did a March retreat maybe of the first year, an all-day institute. And then followed up in the summer as part of the summer stipend, the week before school started, offering another all-day session to get people familiar with backwards planning and Understanding by Design principles. (Point person)

So [the coach] called and said, “I want to come and I want to meet with everybody because as we do this documentation, I want to really coordinate.” And she ran the meeting with the five teachers. It was enormously helpful. (Point person)

Because CCE coaches work with schools in a responsive manner, not all coaching at PSEED schools was focused on experiential education implementation. CCE coaches do not drive the agenda, but rather focus on issues chosen by the schools. For example, one school was working intensively with their coach on competency-based assessments prior to the start of the project. Her work continued in the same vein and did not focus on PSEED. If a school did not raise the issue of experiential education as a topic for their coaching work, a coach had little connection to PSEED.

CCE staff involved with PSEED played roles beyond technical assistance to sites. They were instrumental in setting up meetings, facilitating common activities, and communicating between the foundation and the grantees, especially at the outset of the project development project. These activities were the focus of the funding that CCE received from the Barr Foundation, rather than support for individual coaching at the schools.9

Community Matters’ (CM) leadership team, Elaine Fersh and Andrew Bundy, played a major role in project management for the Barr Foundation from the beginning of the project, including participating in writing the Request for Proposals, working with Barr staff to select grantees, and working with individual schools and PSEED leaders over the course of the initiative, both providing technical assistance, such as planning, building partnerships or collaborations, and logistics, and facilitating efforts to secure technical assistance. They acted as the “eyes and ears” of the Barr Foundation, bringing the interests and requirements of the foundation to the grantees, getting to know the projects, and reporting back to the foundation on progress and challenges at the schools. CM also played a key role in organizing and planning common activities such as the Knowledge Sessions.

Each school worked with one CM staff person over the three years, in a number of cases building strong relationships with PSEED leaders. However, several issues limited the

---

9 Barr Foundation provided CCE with a separate grant to support its Pilot schools work, including its coaching and technical assistance.
efficacy of this type of technical assistance. First of all, CM’s other roles meant that any technical assistance was combined with a monitoring and reporting role, complicating the nature of the CM staff’s relationship with leaders at the sites. Second, CM’s expertise lies in program development, policy analysis, and other areas, rather than teaching and learning in general or experiential education in particular. While their work on the project was referred to as “technical assistance” in some materials, and in fact they played an important role in implementation at some schools, their capacity for technical assistance relating to issues such as instruction and curriculum was limited.

A number of respondents commented on their relationship with their CM point person:

*We work with [him], and he’s been really helpful. He comes to some of our team meetings and really pushes us to think deeper or to tweak things. He’s been really great because he asks great questions. He’s not someone that says, “You need to do this,” or, “What are you doing?” But, he really gets us to probe our reasons and our motivation behind things and where we are. (Point person)*

*[He] connects with me through e-mail and with [the principal] to kind of find out what’s happening on a large and small level, asking about things that he can visit, attend. So it seems to be that he’s more of an observer and sending along information that he thinks might be useful to us. But it’s been a small role. (Point person)*

However, others noted that, although they had positive experiences with CM staff, the technical assistance component of the relationship was fuzzy at best. While CM was not meant to provide technical assistance, their role was vague:

*What was the role of CCE versus Community Matters versus . . . ?—I mean it is like so many . . . moving parts. (Principal)*

*He’s definitely offered to help very often, especially around reports or, more, the concrete stuff. However, the expectation is on us as a school to figure things out, which is really interesting. I feel that there was a disconnect there, where I thought he would be the person that maybe I would call, but then not really. That wasn’t always clear, what that role was, and I ended up using much more the support of CCE on that work. (Principal)*

The Summer Institute prior to Year 3 of the initiative was a major step in providing professional development that helped schools implement their PSEED work (see below). Once the potential for this sort of support became clear, the foundation made it possible for schools to continue to work with the trainers—Ron Berger and Scott Hartl of Expeditionary Learning Schools (ELS), a program of Outward Bound—on an individual basis.

However, few schools took advantage of this option. One school had both consultants come for a full day, working with two separate teams on issues such as portfolio
development and learning targets in what was described as a very productive session. Ron Berger also spent one day at another school, observing and debriefing with them on their Town Hall, which was one focus of their PSEED work. The other PSEED schools did not request this consultation assistance.

**Summer Institute**

Besides the Knowledge Sessions, formal professional development on an initiative-wide level occurred at the Summer Institute, held August 20–22 of 2007. The Summer Institute was designed and led primarily by two consultants, Scott Hartl and Ron Berger, of Expeditionary Learning Schools (ELS), a program of Outward Bound. ELS has developed a whole-school design based on a version of experiential education termed “expeditionary learning,” currently being implemented in approximately 150 schools across the country. The Summer Institute included an immersion experience focused on lobsters, reflections on the experience, a “gallery walk” that allowed participants to view a wide range of student work, peer-led workshops on PSEED work at individual schools, and time for schools to plan as teams for the upcoming year, with onsite technical assistance provided by ELS. Some schools had much more of a presence than others at the Summer Institute. One school had already scheduled its mandatory summer professional development for the same days, new teachers had orientation that partially overlapped, while another school sent over 20 staff members. Staff from CCE and CM served as facilitators.

While there were challenges during the institute, including responding to the large number of new teachers participating, the overwhelming response from participants was positive. Some comments:

> [The Summer Institute] just put everything in perspective. It really helped me, going through the process. It helped me also seeing some of the things that I do with reading text. . . . (Teacher)

> Yes. I had . . . one of the largest groups there, because I brought all the new staff, I brought the enrichment team, and I brought a couple of other veteran staff who’d been involved in PSEED the whole time, to have it be a time to really bring those new staff into the fold in terms of understanding what we mean by experiential education. . . . That was tremendously helpful, and had an impact on the school long-term, because it helped to bring a whole new group of staff . . . “up to speed,” and to learn about what experiential education is—and, I think, in a more powerful way than we typically have been able to do just ourselves. (Principal)

> What was captured in the summer, I would have liked to have had more of over the course of the three years. (Point person)

> That’s where I think learning what an expedition is and then being taught in that way, for new people who are coming in to try to teach kids and learn through expeditions, that was excellent. (Point person)
There was a general consensus—that kicking off the project with an experience such as the Summer Institute in the first year would have been extremely helpful in creating a shared understanding of high-quality experiential education as well as how to implement learning experiences.

**PSEED Rubric**

The idea for a PSEED rubric arose at the first Year 2 Knowledge Session, while participants were revisiting the definition of experiential education provided in the initial Request for Proposals. That discussion led to the question, “How do we know if we’ve achieved quality experiential education?” In response to this question, during the winter of the second year, the Barr Foundation invited a group of consultants to help them and the grantees think about an appropriate tool that would help the schools to understand how experiential education was defined and played out and to find themselves on a continuum of implementing experiential education. While outcomes had been a thread of discussion from the beginning, and grantees had been required to articulate outcomes as part of the funding process, no common outcomes had been identified or were being tracked. The group consisted of Scott Hartl and Ron Berger from ELS, Steve Seidel and Mara Kreschevsky from Project Zero at Harvard, Rosann Tung from CCE, and Beth Miller from MMRA. Members of the group met with staff from the foundation and then attended a Knowledge Session that was focused on evaluation and outcomes. The final results of this process were the documentation project that created this report, as well as a rubric to be used for assessing schools’ status in implementing experiential education.

The rubric was designed in an interactive process, with the first draft vetted at a Knowledge Session. The final rubric has four sections: curriculum, pedagogy, school culture, and structures, each of which includes guiding questions as well as 6 to 12 specific items within each section. Teachers were asked to fill out only the first three sections of the rubric, while principals and point people completed all four sections. For each item in the rubric, there is a four-point scale: not at all; beginning to occur; some of the time; and most of the time.

While the rubric could be used as a measure of change over time, its implementation in the third year of the project meant that it was utilized as a snapshot of one point in time. The documentation team visited each school to collect data from staff convened by the principals and point people. Responses to the rubric were quite mixed, with some respondents feeling that it was a very valuable tool and others resenting the imposition of a new measure two-thirds of the way through the project. In addition, several schools were already working with their own self-designed rubrics, so it was difficult to shift to a different vision of experiential education. Comments included:

*I think the rubric is horrible. . . . Not because I don’t think that it represents the ideal but because it feels so unwieldy. . . . So, we reviewed it very thoroughly with our staff, they understand what the expectations are, but it feels very difficult to use because it’s so big. It would be nice if there were ten things that we felt we*
needed to connect with in order to do the work well, at least as a starting place. (Principal)

The rubric was really helpful in that process. And it was really nice to use and to think as a school, where are we in this, and how is PSEED . . . where are we in the larger scheme of things as a new school, as it relates to curriculum and structures and different things. (Point person)

The aggregated school findings were presented at the second Knowledge Session of Year 3. The numbers presented in Appendix A2 are the average scores of all staff who completed the rubric at each school. Some schools valued the rubric as being a useful guide to teaching and learning. The discussions that took place during the sessions to complete the rubric suggested that staff members found it a useful tool to reflect on their practice and to refine their working definitions of experiential education. One school developed its own experiential education rubric tool. CCE plans to use the PSEED rubric as an appendix in the School Quality Review benchmarks for schools to provide data as evidence of an experiential approach to teaching and learning.

In summary, PSEED provided several major components in an effort to develop a common understanding of and language for PSEED, including Knowledge Sessions, a website, technical assistance, the Summer Institute of 2007, and a rubric tool for self assessment. These components also provided a way for school staff members to share ideas and challenges with people in other schools who were implementing similar curriculum and pedagogy. Participants valued the time and forum to share and hear what others were doing in their practice, to think about teaching and learning in new ways, and to meet experts in experiential education. However, participants underutilized some components, whether due to time constraints and timing, lack of alignment between schools’ needs and the component (e.g., website), or the offerings being external to the schools. There was a sense on the part of many respondents that starting some things earlier—expert technical assistance, Summer Institute, and possibly the website—would have made a difference in the effectiveness of the components themselves and the overall project.
**Individual School Implementations of PSEED**

The components of PSEED—grants, website, rubric, technical assistance, etc.—were common across the Pilot schools; each school had the same access to and voice in the components described in the previous section. In contrast, the implementation of PSEED was unique for each school. Schools were asked by the Barr Foundation to assemble an implementation team in order to execute their proposal plans. Beyond an implementation team, schools gathered faculty and staff for professional development, hired new staff, and developed partnerships with community programs and consultants to guide their work.

There was wide variation in the themes of the experiential education work in each PSEED school as well as in the diversity of the proposed staffing and professional development. Despite the variety in proposed activities, we describe below themes in how the implementation played out in PSEED schools.

**Professional Development**

Professional development provided teachers, point people, and principals an opportunity to experience experiential education “hands on.” Professional development took many forms: workshops, staff meetings, conferences. Furthermore, professional development took place at varying times throughout the academic year: regular meetings, summer institutes, weekend continuing education courses, as well as on an as-needed basis. Across schools, attendees at these regular professional development meetings consisted of teachers, point people, and implementation teams.

Most schools set up partnerships with community organizations, inviting professionals from these organizations or schools to provide professional development for teachers. Lee Academy Pilot School worked with Wheelock Family Theatre to incorporate aspects of theatre into school curricula. Harbor School and Young Achievers worked with Expeditionary Learning Schools. Across PSEED schools, teachers learned ways to increase students' interest in subject areas and methods to increase class participation levels for students who may need additional coaching and support (Appendix B1).

*The year before, we had worked with Tufts, and that was very helpful. I think had we not worked with Tufts, we wouldn’t be where we are with digital portfolio.*  
(Principal)

A few schools provided in-house professional development. Teachers and point people who developed and implemented this type of professional development were eager to share the knowledge and skills gained with their colleagues; in some instances, these teachers had skills in a specific content area or had attended a workshop or conference on experiential training.

*The first year, it was five weekend sessions . . . in which teachers were invited, they were self-selected, to learn design principles, for application on teacher*
documents. . . “Bring in existing teacher documents that you want to redesign, that you want to be more dynamic.” (Teacher)

We have too many people here for us to have one or two people go to a P.D. and bring it back. So we had 26 come to our weeklong P.D. that we structured internally, because it directly related to their classroom experience. . . . Team[s] work[ed] together to create at least one expedition. (Principal)

We tried to talk about Understanding by Design and using Understanding by Design principles. [Our coach] did a March retreat . . . the first year, an all-day institute. And then . . . the week before school started [she offered] another all-day session to get people familiar with backwards planning and Understanding by Design principles. (Point person)

Schools that utilized an in-house format typically had regular PSEED-focused professional development meetings.

They’ve created a meeting time for the teachers to come together and plan. It’s regular, it’s consistent, it’s intensive, it’s focused, it’s away from the school so the teachers aren’t distracted. It’s ten hours a year per grade of that focused planning time, plus the other professional days that they have. (Point person)

Well, we’re pretty lucky in that . . . there are no students in the building theoretically after 12:30 on Fridays. Friday afternoons are devoted to professional development and to departmental time meetings. . . . Generally we meet 2:00 to 4:00. (Point person)

Every other week, we have meetings for the PSEED team. . . . During the summer there’s a good amount of professional development. And I had led that professional development because I wanted to start talking about [experiential education] to other teachers. (Teacher)

Several schools sent staff to out-of-state conferences for professional development.

You know, [teacher] and I have just recently been having conversations about the pedagogy behind [experiential education] because we were part of . . . that group of teachers that went to a conference last fall—where we heard all different perspectives of experiential ed and outdoor ed versus classroom ed. (Teacher)

**PSEED-Specific Staff**

Support for teachers and administrators was important for the successful implementation of PSEED. Schools found support with the addition of specific staff members. A few schools hired staff from the outside, while others promoted or gave stipends to current teachers to lead the project. Staff specific to PSEED were not only able to provide content expertise, they also dealt with administration, scheduling, and connecting with partner organizations, which teachers find more difficult to do during the school day.
Implementation was smoother and more stable for schools that were able to hire at least one additional staff person. Staff members hired to coordinate the PSEED grant worked with teachers to develop curriculum and to provide support for teachers on fleshing out what experiential education is. A few schools felt as if the addition of a specific coordinator allowed them to create a successful infrastructure.

Not every school, but several of them had . . . this point person. So, I think schools used their resources in ways that they thought worked for them. And for many of them, having this on-site . . . point person perhaps also diverted where they would use either Community Matters or CCE coaching—which makes sense. (CCE)

School leaders indicated the addition of staff allowed them to build a curriculum that could survive the comings and goings in urban schools.

I think there are some pieces in place now that weren’t there before, like the curriculum’s documented in most grade levels and, in some grade levels, really well. . . . And there’s sort of a collective school knowledge that carries forth even if individual people come and go. The knowledge, expectation, and understanding that this is what we’re about as a school, that’s there more, I think. You still need to beat the drum, but it’s . . . there. (Point person)

On the other hand, another teacher discussed the potential impact of not having a specific person to coordinate the work and help teachers to develop curriculum.

I definitely feel like having [staff person] . . . help us think through curriculum and help us think about experiential ed and help us actually execute a project is a big plus. I’m not sure, if [staff person] were not here, how that momentum would be. (Teacher)

As schools attempted to build a larger team to support the PSEED work, some met a few challenges along the way, including difficulty finding qualified coordinators and achieving staff buy-in. The few schools that experienced challenges in finding a person who was a “good fit” for the schools spoke about the lack of experience and training potential partners had in experiential education. The addition of staff who lacked training in experiential education resulted in confusion and less than desired staff buy-in.

I know that when we had the part-time coordinator, I think the teachers saw it as . . . one more thing we have to do, one more obligation, not necessarily something that would make their job easier, or more interesting, to help the kids learn better. (Principal)

The lack of well-trained staff meant teachers did not have consistent support with building their knowledge of experiential education and embedding the work.

I feel like I constantly have ideas about ways I could use [experiential education] that I just feel like I’m not able to carry out—because what it would really take is
someone consistently reminding me of what I wanted to do, and helping me think through, step-by-step, how I could get there. (Teacher)

Furthermore, not having appropriate staffing resulted in teachers feeling overloaded.

Right now, I feel like I’m spread a little bit thin. I do have people helping me, but it’s still not to that point where it feels really tight, and where students are really able to own things. (Teacher)

Community Partners and Consultants

Most schools’ point people, administrators, and teachers spoke about how successfully students were able to connect to the greater community outside the school. The connection to the community came through students’ working alongside community partners, as well as through structured fieldwork. Several schools included community partners, such as museums, service organizations, and local businesses, in the experiential curricula. Such inclusion instigated an instant rapport between community members and students, through which students established respectful working relationships with community members.

Some students constructed learning projects that supported the work of community partners. These projects introduced students to social justice causes and highlighted their role in solving community issues. In some instances, students’ involvement with a community organization spurred their excitement for an academic project.

We try as much as possible to participate, to do a school without walls and to be a member of the neighborhood, which is part of the project. And we’ve developed a really nice relationship with Haley House (a local café). . . . The best part about it? . . . Once [the students] knew they were going to donate this, they were so willing to make sure those collard greens grew. . . . They wanted to really take care of them. (Point person)

Other students designed individual projects for neighborhood organizations. Students seemed to put their best efforts into designing a purposeful project.

The student had done an impressive job of thinking through, planning and preparing for her project, which focused on working with young people at a community center on creative writing. She had worked out a plan with administrators at the center, prepared the entire curriculum including lesson plans for every meeting, etc. (Observation)

We had students clean up around the school so it was community-based. They cleaned up around the whole campus. . . . We had ACE (Alternatives for Community and Environment) come by. It’s an activist group right there in the neighborhood, and they show how dumping of certain materials in certain neighborhoods affects communities and how that spikes asthma levels. . . . (Teacher)
A few schools developed community partnerships that would outlast the grant.

_With PSEED, we’ve been also connecting to the Urban Ecology Initiative, Franklin Park Coalition, [and . . .] Students Learning Through Urban Gardening. So we’ve developed some new relationships that will be ongoing after PSEED, because a lot of these groups have their own funding, and they need the students._ (Point person)

**Challenges to Implementation**

In each school, the development of curriculum, staffing, and professional development provided both opportunities for growth and challenges. The challenges had to do with both external constraints and school-level ones, such as limited time and unstable staffing.

**Evolving Definition of Experiential Education among PSEED Schools**

A working definition of experiential education was provided in the original Request for Proposals, and the initiative had access to strong local experiential education resources in Project Zero and ELS. Consultants at both of these organizations, with deep knowledge and experience in helping schools to implement experiential education, predicted the elusivity of “defining” experiential education. Not surprisingly, there was variation within and among PSEED schools about what experiential education meant and how it should be implemented. Some of that variation was related to participants’ roles in their schools, some to their prior exposure to experiential education, and some to the length of their tenure in a particular school. When asked to define experiential education, some participants focused their answers on what students were asked to do, while others focused their answers on how they acted or perceived teaching differently. The responses of those whose definitions focused on what students were asked to do, although they contained different vocabulary to define experiential education, indicate that experiential education allows students to experience curricula by imitation, experimentation, or questioning. Relevance to students’ lives was a key component of experiential education definitions. Some definitions as spoken by teachers follow:

-[Experiential education] is having students be able to tie things that they’re being taught to the standards that teachers teach them through the curriculum that they have to follow, but making sure that it has relevance and importance in their lives. . . . (Teacher)

-Experiential education is . . . taking what they’re learning in the classroom and bringing some authenticity to it, in terms of putting it in a real-life situation so that they can understand it. (Point person)

-My definition would be hands-on learning with real-world artifacts that have a purpose and give access to different types of learners, so that it’s not always reading in a book or looking at a computer screen and reading. They’re getting to touch things and feel things and hear things and see things. . . . They might be
learning facts, but also they’re learning about their learning through that process . . . the process is just as important as the product. (Teacher)

For those teachers for whom the definition of experiential education was focused on their teaching process, observation and reflection were key pieces of their definitions. For these teachers, the definition of experiential education evolved over the course of PSEED. Teachers who experienced a change in pedagogy recognized that experiential education required them to think and act differently from the way they were taught in their educational programs. As a result, teachers who shifted from traditional teaching methods to experiential education methods found that teaching through experiential education required them to be more reflective and observant in their teaching in order to further their own pedagogical style.

If you went to a more traditional teacher preparation program, it was more about following the curriculum and managing the kids. Leaving that kind of learning is very scary, because it’s less about looking at a manual and it’s more about really observing and reflecting. (Teacher)

[I]t has really challenged me to think about what’s happening in my students’ minds when I teach different ways. (Teacher)

Given the acknowledged elusive nature of “defining” experiential education, compounded by changing staffs, varied preservice exposure to experiential education, and multiple community partners and professional development providers, implementation of experiential education varied across the PSEED schools. With such divergent projects in such diverse schools with varied community partners, it was challenging (and perhaps not possible or necessary) to develop a static definition of experiential education. However, using a common frame of reference for the seven PSEED schools and the partners might have allowed more focused reflection on implementation challenges.

**Changes to Original PSEED Proposal**

In addition to the challenges faced by all the schools in implementing professional development and hiring specific staff, several schools faced significant challenges in implementing their proposed PSEED initiative. More specifically, three schools changed their PSEED proposals to reflect the significant obstacles they faced in Year 1 of implementation. The obstacles reported by principals and point people included internal and external factors: the inability to find a point person to guide their work, challenging community partnership, and the scope of PSEED programming.

We initially planned on . . . focusing on our neighborhood and environment in the local area with a full-time or a half-time . . . person to run the environmental side of it. To do all the coordination and support and really run the program. And we hired somebody and she was terrible. It was a nightmare for us. It wasn’t helpful. We actually considered giving the money back. (Principal)
What we focused on was the idea . . . of how . . . [to] link the physical education component more to our expeditions. We had lofty goals when we wrote the grant, and then, . . . not all of those came to fruition. . . . We ran into more glitches in our seventh-grade planning around canoes. We ran into glitches there around the capacity of Thompson Island to do canoeing with our kids. (Principal)

What we started with was every kid was going to do a digital portfolio for their RICO review, which is the refine, invent, connect, own, really the reflective part of our curriculum. . . . Then we went to 50%. And now we are looking at two exemplars that run completely through the reflective curriculum, the arts curriculum and the academic curriculum. (Point person)

One example of turning a challenge into an opportunity took place at Boston Arts Academy early in the PSEED initiative. The original proposal was for all ninth graders to take a class in design principles. However, when professional development planners realized that, in order to implement their proposal idea, all teachers in grades 9–12 would need to understand design principles, they quickly changed the focus of PSEED to provide teachers with professional development in design. In addition, design would not be confined to one course, but would be infused into all of the arts classes. Not only was the school able to act responsively to the needs of its students, the foundation was also flexible enough to accept this change from the proposed project.

**Staff with Experiential Education Expertise**

Principals and point people undertook three main strategies to bring expertise to their schools as they implemented their PSEED initiatives: conducting professional development specific to experiential education or PSEED content; hiring specific staff to help guide their work; and connecting with community partners to execute specific components of their initiatives. Although not all schools were able to hire staff with a deep understanding of school culture and practices and experiential education knowledge to help with implementation, schools that did employ this strategy overwhelmingly reported they experienced a great deal of support from their experiential education staff. These individuals guided teachers in their development of content, organized field experiences, and developed teachers’ knowledge of what experiential education is. When PSEED-specific staff did not have legitimacy with the school staff, did not have content expertise in experiential education, did not fit into the school culture, or when they had other teaching responsibilities, schools struggled with their experiential education implementations.

Other challenges mentioned less frequently by interviewees were about staffing as it related to school leadership, teacher turnover, and administration of the PSEED initiative. Staff discussed what happened when new staff joined the school or the project. In many instances, new teachers struggled to understand experiential education and had little time to lend to its implementation. The struggles of new teachers, indirectly, impacted their ability to join established collaborative efforts.
[For] some of the newer teachers, there hasn’t been the time allotted this year to sharing what we’re doing in PSEED. . . . I think the biggest thing is the time, and the teacher buy-in. But I think teachers buy into it if they have the time to see the potential. (Point person)

**Time to Support and Implement Experiential Education**

The biggest challenge identified by interviewees was time. In the PSEED schools, often teachers were asked to carry out multiple initiatives. Teachers said that the time it took to develop experiential curriculum units and the time it took to document this work so that others could use it was extensive. Even finding the time to get the right people to a meeting was challenging.

I think that is an issue with some of the teachers that they hold themselves accountable for some major important, serious work. And it takes so much planning, resources, knowing who to write, who to call, money to get stuff, organize it within the school system that it just becomes overwhelming and then it doesn’t happen. (Teacher)

A second time-related challenge in schools was the time it took to implement the curricula with students. Not only did teachers feel pressure to explicitly prepare students for MCAS or teach basic skills like reading and writing more directly, they also said that the greater out-of-class time and the product-oriented nature of the experiential units also made time a challenge.

So how do I balance that time? . . . I need to be spending time teaching how to write. A lot of time goes into these field experiences. How do we balance that? (Teacher)

Time is always tough. I think that this school’s done a better job in terms of planning time and managing time. In five years I’ve seen teachers become more and more crazy and manic about [MCAS] . . . the whole buildup and angst around that takes away from good thinking and good curriculum around experiential ed. (Point person)

As our expedition came to a close, “let’s get the artifacts ready.” Let’s get these products done. And . . . a little bit of emphasis on the product, maybe made the teachers feel a little frantic. (Teacher)

One of the effects of this challenge of time in the busy lives of PSEED school staff was that PSEED-related activities, like technical assistance, professional development, Knowledge Sessions, consultations with Expeditionary Learning staff, were difficult to schedule or attend. Aware of time constraints, the PSEED partners were reluctant to add or require common professional development or technical assistance. Ironically, another challenge mentioned by several interviewees was the need for staff to understand experiential education better, a challenge that could be addressed by more common, cross-school PSEED experiences.
Every time I have a math department meeting and we talk about this, people want that external validation, “We want an expert to come in and say, ‘This is how it works in a real classroom.’” (Teacher)

Embedding High Standards into Experiential Teaching and Learning

As noted in the previous section, our interviews suggested that teachers felt a tension between implementing experiential education units and focusing on standards, test preparation, and more mundane tasks such as teaching grammar. They felt that in order for the projects to be fun and engaging, it would be difficult to include those purely academic foci into the projects. The challenge seemed to be embedding the standards and academic content into the experiential education curriculum. The goal of embedding both standards and relevance is expressed in Young Achievers’ own experiential education rubric (Appendix B5). In one school, this challenge was evident in data from several observations, in which culminating exhibitions of student work had not been cleaned of errors or in which students were not prepared to discuss their reflections in depth. In another school, this challenge was expressed by the principal as a common, and perhaps false, perception that achieving “certain goals in the core content areas” and implementing experiential education were at odds or felt like “add-ons or supplements.”

Schools experienced many successes in their implementation of PSEED. However, most schools experienced a few implementation challenges: time, hiring specific staff, finding appropriate experiential education professional development, and changes in their proposed work. Although this was the case, individual schools overcame challenges by resubmitting their proposal with alternative plans that were appropriate for the current state of the school. Implementation challenges did not appear to halt a school’s implementation of PSEED. In the end, all schools implemented experiential activities for children and youth.
Effects of PSEED

The goals of the grant were to embed and deepen experiential education in the schools as a means to improving student engagement and performance. This section covers the effects of PSEED on the school culture, the teaching and learning, and ultimately, the students. The data showed that teachers changed their curriculum and pedagogy through the PSEED implementation, and that the PSEED work encouraged and facilitated the development of school cultures that were collaborative and celebrated student and teacher work. Students in turn showed high engagement with the curriculum, took on new roles, and changed some of their behaviors.

School Culture

A healthy school culture, in which adult and student collaboration is evident, and in which all stakeholders, including students and families, have a voice in decisions that affect them, is a hallmark of the Pilot school principles. Such a culture supports the implementation of experiential education curriculum and pedagogy because it encourages teachers to experiment with new practices, share with their peers, and use data and reflection to modify and change their practice.

Interviewees from all PSEED schools emphasized collaborative and visible school culture as the aspects of school culture most relevant to and affected by PSEED. Almost all schools shared evidence of collaboration and visible displays of work supporting experiential education.

Rubric data from the focus area of school culture was most often between 2.0 and 3.0 for all but two schools with higher school culture ratings (See Appendix A2).

Collaborative School Cultures

The collaborative school cultures in the PSEED schools supported their experiential education work. Teachers from almost all of the schools frequently discussed the role of collaboration in allowing them to create curriculum, troubleshoot problems, plan together, and share ideas. The foundation’s original thinking about Pilot schools having the ability to be responsive supports the findings in this section—being relatively small and having flexible schedules allowed them to create the multiple different groupings based on what made sense for the tasks at hand, such as cross-disciplinary committees and teams, grade-level teams, content-based focus groups, and whole staff. Teachers at one school talked about how important it was for teachers to get to know each other, while teachers at other schools discussed the advantages of working collaboratively.

I think a lot of the decision making and development happened because we have Friday morning planning times . . . there was a lot of collaboration between us

---

10 A school implementing experiential education will go through phases of development as it deepens and spreads its work. The rubric responses represent these phases and are on a four-point scale. They reflect the frequency at which such work is occurring: Most of the Time (4), Some of the Time (3), Beginning to Occur (2), and Not at All (1). The mean rubric response for each focus area is reported.
and the kindergarten team, and the art teacher . . . and [PSEED coordinator], helping us out, and then the other first-grade teacher [and I], we work really closely all the time. . . . So I would say the most important part of it has been the collaboration. (Teacher)

*And my emphasis has been a way that we can make it about interdisciplinary teaching and learning in a really real way instead of just talking about it.* (Teacher)

*We meet as a team twice a month and report back and share resources and ask each other questions. And for example, a couple teachers are looking at the issue of urban sprawl. And they want to bring in an architect or some architects. . . . So the teachers are excited because that was an interest that they brought to the table, not that we told them they had to do.* (Point person)

One positive effect of the adult collaboration in PSEED schools was the modeling of collaboration for students.

*In each classroom, there is a head teacher and a community teacher. Automatically, whether you realize it or not, you are modeling an adult relationship for children. They notice everything.* (Teacher)

Besides the collaborative culture that develops through meeting and planning together, interviewees from almost all of the schools also discussed professional development as key to their PSEED implementation. The schools hired external consultants and professional developers to build their understanding and skill in implementing experiential education curriculum. These sessions were always conducted collaboratively and built capacity in schools.

The culture of collaboration extended to students in the PSEED schools, where much of the experiential education learning was through group projects. Students were expected to work together to learn and create products.

Finally, another aspect of collaborative school culture was the openness to learning from other like-minded schools and organizations. Not only did PSEED schools welcome the opportunity to share their experiential education work with each other, they also formed collaborative relationships with other schools focused on experiential education and community-based organizations that could support their learning expeditions/experiences.

**School Culture of Public Displays of Learning**

In most of the PSEED schools, student work emanating from experiential education units was evident through public display, either at events or in the hallways of the schools. Students created products for sharing information, for demonstrating what they had learned, and for celebrating. Some examples include:
- Displays of student work from experiential education units
- Videos—both creative and informational
Community service proposals shared with peers
- Town halls and community meetings
- Radio shows
- Digital portfolios
- Slide shows using PowerPoint
- Murals
- Interviewing visitors to the school

In two of the PSEED schools, families were visible as a part of the experiential education units that we observed. A few schools used an exhibition format to display student work. This format typically involved students working on a major project for a significant portion of the semester. As students collected, discussed, revised, and reflected on their assignments, they also began to collect products that would construct their final presentations. Students who participated in exhibitions gave oral presentations of their work in front of classmates, teachers, and community members. In addition, students displayed multiple drafts of their classroom work, as well as final drafts, in this open forum setting.

*The Senior Project is a capstone experience for all BAA graduates. The seniors are required to write proposals for art projects that address a community need. This afternoon’s event includes the 40% of seniors whose proposals were rated as the best, and 12 to 15 [students] will receive funding to implement their projects. The presentations are rated by outside panels of reviewers using a rubric developed by BAA staff. Seniors can do their projects as individuals or team up with another student. (Observation)*

At another school, parents, teachers, and students gathered in the auditorium for a multimedia display of student work:

*[Point person] explained that students worked on projects since the beginning of the year. Students from the two first-grade classes chose their topic and broke into working groups. . . . On the day of the exhibition, students displayed their folders that reflected the drafting process. Most students had six drafts of their artwork in their folder. The cover of folders held the final, color draft. The final projects hanging across the room were laminated for preservation purposes. Each year, the first graders create a book of their final work that is to be left in the classroom for future first graders. (Observation)*

Two schools instituted an ongoing, informal format for students to display their learning during weekly whole-school meetings. Schools that utilized this format included all students and teachers, with presentations by class on a rotating basis. For both of these schools, teachers and students developed the content of the meeting, with students taking the lead role on the day of the meeting. Presenting classrooms usually displayed a small portion of what they were learning as it related to PSEED. Teachers and administrators who spoke about this format stated how important it was for students and teachers to
have this opportunity to come together as a community. Ultimately, community meetings helped the two schools to solidify their identity.

_It is the time our entire school community comes together. . . . We get to see everybody. Every week, you see the three-year-olds up to the third graders having some kind of job, some kind of responsibility. You get to see the classes perform. You get to see the teachers on stage._ (Teacher)

A couple of schools showcased their work by reaching out to other Bostonians. Teachers and students identified social justice issues that could potentially be impacted by their displays of learning. Schools that participated in these types of displays of learning used technology to make their cases. Students from these schools researched social justice issues, collected supporting data, and reported findings to community members, often supported by the use of technology.

Second graders at one school learned about the diversity and history of Boston neighborhoods through field work. As a result of their community visits, they developed public service announcements to educate listeners of a popular local radio program about some of the issues they observed or learned about in the field.

_While in the recording booth at the radio host’s studio, each student read out loud one sentence to the radio host and the audio tech to test his/her recording voice. Students within each group were quickly instructed on how to speak clearly, not to make thumping noises that could be heard on tape, and how mistakes would be later edited. Throughout the taping sessions, the radio host gave students the thumbs up._ (Observation)

The documentation team was invited to many of the events and meetings during which student work from experiential education units was shared beyond the classroom. In each school, the flavor and enthusiasm for showcasing their work was evident from both students and teachers.

**School Culture Successes**

Clearly, the collaborative school cultures in PSEED schools supported the implementation of experiential education and the public valuing of PSEED products. Another success of the project was that administrators from every school considered PSEED work to have schoolwide impact, whether or not that was the original intent of the work. Administrators noted that the PSEED ideas for curriculum and pedagogy have permeated their school cultures.

_It’s not just about Town Hall. This is a metaphor for who we are as a community. This is the embodiment on Fridays of what we strive to be every day of the week._ (Principal)

_I’m impressed with how the faculty has embedded it, in all aspects of every major. . . . I can’t think of a major where we haven’t vetted media arts._ (Principal)
Every academy, every child, has participated in expeditions. So it’s been . . . more efficacious than the original proposal, and it’s far more broad in its approach. . . . Every child, every content area is now involved, as opposed to before where it was really focused on science. (Principal)

Curriculum

Curriculum is defined as a set of courses and its content at a school ([http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary](http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary)). Given that experiential education is a philosophy and process for learning, the *curriculum* of experiential education is the four-step process outlined previously. The PSEED schools started at different places with experiential education curriculum. Some schools had experiential education in specific classes or electives or afterschool programs, while others had long histories with embedding experiential education throughout their core academic courses. In their PSEED proposals, each school articulated how the project would allow teachers to integrate experiential education into their curriculum and instruction. Regardless of where they started, their goals were to develop, implement, and in some cases, assess and document experiential education. Most schools progressed in their goals, and many teachers in these schools successfully created and participated in the PSEED activities and curriculum units designed by their schools.

Through analysis of the data gathered in this documentation project, we found that PSEED gave the seven schools the opportunity to embed experiential curriculum in specific classes, grades, and in several cases, across the school. Specifically, the PSEED project supported the school staff to develop more *authentic, interdisciplinary, project-based* curriculum, grounded in out-of-school, community-based experiences in six of the seven schools.

Rubric data supported the findings in this section. All but one school rated themselves from 2.5 to 4.0 for every item within the focus area of curriculum (See Appendix A2).

**Authentic Curriculum**

There were three aspects of authentic curriculum that interviewees most discussed—that the experiences involved learning about real work, places, and jobs; that the experiences had relevance to students’ lives beyond school; and that the experiences taught students about social justice, fairness, and equity. The simplest way that teachers offered students curriculum experiences outside the school and classroom was by field trips—to gardens, green spaces, farms, other neighborhoods, and workplaces. Teachers added authenticity to trips outside the school by making them research trips—collecting information about health care and access to resources, for example—and using them as models for planning their own projects. Through asking students to write about and reflect on their excursions and assignments outside of the school building, teachers increased academic content.

*Now teachers are much more in a place where they’re thinking more about the experiential ed learning cycle, where they get kids out, they have an experience,*
they process that experience, they reflect on it, and they go back out and do it again. (Point person)

I think people are working towards having their kids outside of the school a lot more than they used to be, and integrating the academic disciplines a lot more than they used to. (Teacher)

What I’ve found is that the easiest place to sort of make things overlap is in our writing and our reading. Having them do reflective pieces after we go on trips. (Teacher)

Teachers also increased authenticity in their curriculum by exposing students to experts and practitioners in the curriculum topic, either in their workplaces or in the classroom. Across all of the PSEED schools, students were given opportunities to hear, talk with, interview, and observe professionals—for example, sailors, radio announcers, farmers, architects, carpenters, doctors, scientists, park rangers, musicians, and lawmakers.

A prominent feature of the experiential curriculum across six of the seven PSEED schools was a focus on learning about and understanding social justice concerns, especially those affecting students’ own communities. For example, the curriculum gave students the opportunity to study, expose, and connect with neighborhood residents’ differential access to air quality, water quality, technology, health care, public transportation, cleanliness, and affordable housing. For example, Young Achievers Pilot School created a whole-school curriculum that focused attention on social justice issues. Students in all grades had an opportunity to learn traditional subjects infused by current community topics: sustainable food supply, gentrification, and deforestation, for example (Appendix B2).

Teachers talked about how students were able to connect their own experiences with the new experiences the curriculum offered. Their sense of fairness guided the curriculum connections and engagement with the content. The trips to community organizations, job locations, and neighborhood sites also allowed students different entry points into the curriculum, because they were interesting to students with different learning styles and preferences.

I think they’re looking at things differently, in a way that they haven’t before, and maybe even the adults in their homes haven’t . . . “How can I impact this?” Or “How can I work with others?” (Point person)

This is the kind of stuff that will serve them, and it’s showing them how to . . . look at a place, . . . how to think about a place, and how to be active in your community and in your peer group. . . . And letting them know that they can do that. As youth, as middle school youth, they’ve already been part of community change. (Point person)
Giving them access to these things at such a young age so that, you know, by the time that they’re in high school or even college, that they’ll already have this background of social activism. (Teacher)

They know what’s fair. They have this idea of equity really young; it’s almost intrinsic. . . . It’s practiced among adults and students and among student and adult relationships, and I think that we teach that explicitly in a historical context within the experiential ed curriculum. (Teacher)

This [initiative] brought place-based education, environmental education, social justice education, all under one heading of “how you do your business,” and that is you experience it. In order to understand social justice issues you’ve got to experience it in the community. In order to understand how science connects to the local environment you’ve got to get out there and experience it. (Point person)

We’re learning about food all year. So, we have this idea that if all year we’re learning about how does the food get to your table, then in the spring, we would talk about what happens when the food doesn’t get to your table? And how does the community help you get access to food and help you get what you need to live? So, we visited some shelters that also, that provide people with food and shelter, so that’s why they get combined. (Teacher)

**Interdisciplinary and Project-based Curriculum**

One of the goals of PSEED was to embed experiential education more into the school day and core academic subjects, rather than in electives or afterschool time. All schools described curriculum developed through PSEED as crossing academic disciplines and being project based. While it is difficult to tell which schools would have been implementing interdisciplinary, project-based curriculum without the PSEED project, it is clear that these projects are connected in teachers’ minds to PSEED. For example, Boston Arts Academy created a curriculum that incorporated writing, reflection, and technology (Appendix B3). Some other examples of projects and products in the PSEED schools, with the disciplines that they covered, are listed here:

- Haiti deforestation—science, writing, environmental justice
- Mapping wireless access in neighborhood—technology, performance, math/geography, social justice
- Garden—math, science, health, social justice
- Radio show—writing, presentation, music
- Recycling—science, writing, environmental justice
- Sailing—physical education, meteorology, physics
- Nutrition and diabetes—science, math, writing, social justice
- Park design—math, writing, science
- City design—geometry, writing, art
- Culminating senior project—arts, academics, technology, social justice
- Lobster tank—biology, creative writing
- Farm books—reading, writing, math, drawing
Not only did the experiential education curriculum integrate across academic disciplines, it helped students to more readily make connections in their learning. This finding also crossed all PSEED schools. For example, second graders made more “text-to-world” connections because they had more out-of-school experiences, middle schoolers were thinking more about the impact of recycling on their neighborhoods and the environment, and high school students conducted culminating projects, such as designing a green building or studying the statistics of war, that incorporate math, science, social justice, and writing.

**Challenges to Developing and Implementing Experiential Curricula**

There was a consensus across PSEED schools that developing experiential curriculum was challenging for PSEED school staff primarily because of the pressure of standards and testing. While Pilot schools have curriculum and assessment autonomy, their students must still take the MCAS, and the schools are still held accountable for results under NCLB. Teachers across six schools talked about the need for classroom time focused on preparation for MCAS, even as they acknowledged the benefits of the experiential education curriculum.

> As a teacher you’re supposed to be thinking, “MCAS, MCAS, MCAS.” And sometimes it’s hard to change the channel and know that you’re still teaching with rigor when it’s not as strict, and sitting in your seat, and reading, and answering questions. So that’s been a kind of hard thing for me. Realizing that these kids are really working, but it’s not the MCAS prep stuff. It’s just as worthwhile and they’re getting a whole lot more than doing . . . seat work. (Teacher)

> There’s a million ideas of things you want to do, but the reality is you still have to spend time teaching grammar. (Teacher)

While administrators spoke about the need to document strong curricula, two teachers spoke about the challenges they faced in planning and developing curricula. This teacher discussed the challenge of time and of collaborating.

> To be honest, it’s effort, the planning . . . making those initial connections with people. And looking in the area for connections and people to work with, be affiliated with. (Teacher)

In addition to the issue of finding time and making connections with individuals who can support the design of a teacher’s curriculum, it was reported by one teacher that locating grade-level experiential education resources was challenging.

**Pedagogy**

Pedagogy is defined as instructional strategies or styles. Teachers’ pedagogy for experiential education should encourage students to engage in the four-step cycle of experiencing: observing, reflecting, generalizing, and applying their learnings. While it is
difficult to separate curriculum and pedagogy, in this section we focus on teachers’ strategies of instruction (teaching process instead of content) as much as possible. As stated in the Methods/Limitations section, the teachers we interviewed were not a random sample. Administrators connected the documentation team with those teachers who were most closely connected with the PSEED work. These teachers were likely to be more open to changing their teaching practices.

The data collected informing pedagogy strongly supported the aspects of pedagogy described by the PSEED rubric—teaching was reflective, active, inquiry based, and flexible. The rubric data for each school confirmed these areas of strength. For all schools, almost all of the items in the focus area of pedagogy were rated between 3.0 and 4.0 (See Appendix A2). Clearly, PSEED schools had a strong focus on this type of teaching.

**Reflective Pedagogy**

Interviewees in all PSEED schools talked about how experiential education had influenced their instruction, particularly in the ways in which they asked students to perform tasks or answer questions. Their questioning often focused on higher-order thought processes, like explaining how, predicting what would happen, or making connections to other knowledge and experiences.

*What do you think’s going to happen to the animals however many years from now? (Teacher)*

*Most successful was . . . kids making hypotheses about why their seeds grew or didn’t grow. . . . There were a few kids [whose seeds] didn’t grow, so then they had to change some of the variables. And then get something to grow. “Why do you think that seed disappeared?” . . . So kids being scientific . . . [i]t was a problem they wanted to figure out and solve. (Teacher)*

*I learned through the professional development that I’ve got to make some connections between the writing process . . . and the documentary film process in terms of using images and words together. . . . How do you want it to start? How do you want to transition? And having that not just be about using language to do those things, but using visuals to do those things. (Teacher)*

Through changed pedagogy, not only were students asking questions and reflecting in different ways, the data also supported the notion that teachers were reflecting on their instruction in new ways, through implementing experiential education units and projects. This reflection took place in group settings, such as team meetings and focus groups, as well as with individual teachers.

**Reflection among Groups of Teachers**

PSEED teachers had many opportunities to discuss the implementation of PSEED and the changes in their practice with each other. In the various groupings previously described,
they were able to collaboratively tackle the improvement of the assessments, their questioning skills, and their teaching processes.

*Encouraging teachers to be reflective practitioners and just to focus on a few things in particular—so the quality of those conversations, those meetings that we have about the portfolio and the teachers’ shared portfolio should give us some evidence if it’s taken root.* (Point person)

*It’s made us rethink in some ways our academic exhibition, the way that we ask students to demonstrate what they know. . . . We’re feeling much more comfortable with academic teachers talking about “What are the choices that you are making in terms of how you are presenting information?”* (Teacher)

*Well, how would we assess this way? How is it like or unlike what we’ve done before? How does it push us in a new, different way?* (Teacher)

*We felt that to be able to stand with power and talk about what our kids know and can do, we had to also talk product. And the reflective portfolio is not product related, which has been its fault. . . . We need to make sure we are clear about the competencies and the standards our kids have to reach and the reflective crafts, the reflective part of this whole process.* (Principal)

**Reflection by Individual Teachers**

Teachers also modeled reflection for students individually. They consistently reflected on their changed practice through wondering about how to improve student learning.

*“How many stops is it from Forest Hills to Downtown Crossing? Are we going inbound or outbound when you go towards the city?” There’s a whole mapping skill involved in that. There’s all these moments that happen, and then you start realizing, “I can be really explicit about this. I can be explicit about making this MBTA thing connect to math.”* (Teacher)

**Active and Inquiry-based Pedagogy**

The PSEED curriculum was authentic (see previous section)—students experienced real-world, interdisciplinary, project-based learning. It follows that the pedagogical approaches teachers used were active, allowing students to go outside the classroom and explore their own questions. Teachers and administrators from all schools defined experiential pedagogy as “hands-on” learning. Young Achievers School developed an experiential education rubric to guide teachers in their pedagogical approach to developing active and inquiry-based curricula (Appendix B5). Interestingly, several elementary school teachers said that their instructional approach required students to physically move.

*Learning through experience, taking a skill set and then, instead of me sitting down in the classroom and then telling the kids what to do and how to do it, going and experiencing those skills hands-on.* (Teacher)
This school believes in hands-on experience to teach students. Which, if you think about education, that’s what it is. That’s the essence of how people started learning things way back at the beginning of time, is experience. (Teacher)

My definition of experiential education is kids learning through action, action being some type of hands-on learning, some kind of movement. Whether it is [getting] them up out of their seats, whether it’s [having] them creating something, going on a field trip, growing a garden—something that links their learning to movement. (Teacher)

Teachers designed curriculum experiences that allowed students to guide their own learning and to ask their own questions. Rather than showing and telling students what they needed to learn, teachers asked guiding and probing questions to facilitate students’ inquiry process and let them discover through exploration and experience.

I joke with them all the time that I don’t teach. I don’t stand there and I don’t tell them. I guide them. I give them some ideas. I give them a direction. I’m more of a foreman than I am a teacher. (Teacher)

The kids are the do-ers of learning. They’re not the be-ers. They’re constantly doing it, they’re in control of it. It’s not the teacher up there telling them what to do, but they’re experiencing it firsthand. They’re exploring, and then through their exploration they’re experiencing. (Teacher)

In order for teachers to facilitate learning rather than to lecture, teachers changed their pedagogy by “letting go” of some control.

What I’ve learned most about is—I feel like I want to have control over everything, like every experience that the kids have. And I’ve learned to let go of that a little bit. . . . I think the more they own of it, the more they are actually going to think, “Yeah, this is a part of me. This is something that I’m interested in, and this is something that I could go into more later.” (Teacher)

Many of the successes that have been discussed are due to teachers putting the responsibility for learning in the hands of the students—they focused on incorporating more opportunities for students to experiment with materials and ideas, they were more systematic about incorporating reflection into their lessons, and they allowed learning to be more inquiry based. One outcome has been that in three schools (one elementary, one middle, and one high school), the curriculum and pedagogy allowed students to become the teachers of their peers, demonstrating their learning in that way. For example, their research led to public presentations of their findings, or their culminating projects involved teaching about something they themselves had learned or produced. Often, students taught with the aid of technology such as PowerPoint or video.
**Flexible Pedagogy**

In the PSEED rubric, flexible pedagogy has two meanings: (1) classroom grouping structures vary, and (2) educational experiences include the possibility of learning from mistakes, risk taking, and unpredictable outcomes. Interviews supported both interpretations of “flexible.”

**Flexible Student Groupings**

First, teachers experimented with different classroom grouping structures, depending on the curriculum. Teachers paid attention to heterogeneous groups, how to support students with special needs, and promoting independent learning from their peers.

*We had students and groupings that were so heterogeneous, that was amazing. Some students that are in a completely Spanish language classroom, and a room with students that have IEPs [individual education plans], and students that are going to take the test to go to the [exam] schools . . . all working together on one thing. (Teacher)*

**Flexible Instruction**

Second, the nature of the curriculum ensured that teachers were open to the questions that students asked about their experiences and the ambiguous nature of what they learned through their field trips and other school work. Many of the learning experiences developed through PSEED were new and experimental. Teachers were open to the questions students asked and the connections they made. Teachers were also willing to reflect on how things had gone and revise their instruction accordingly. Examples include students planting seeds and growing plants or learning to sail a boat or conducting surveys about community resources. Without knowing the outcomes of their endeavors, teachers must be willing to go where the experience takes them and trust that learning will occur.

**Challenges to Experiential Pedagogy**

Curriculum and pedagogy are intertwined in practice. The biggest challenges to a different way of teaching and learning through PSEED have been discussed in the curriculum section. The emphasis on standards and testing means that teachers feel pressure for more classroom time devoted to traditional ways of imparting basic knowledge to students.

The challenge of changing teaching pedagogy was discussed by a few interviewees. Most of the interviewees supported the notion that teachers were actively reflecting on their pedagogy and changing it to help students engage more with their learning. A few interviewees from three schools remarked that a challenge of PSEED was getting teachers to change from a traditional teaching style.

*One of the main challenges at any school is meeting the state standards. I think that it’s hard for some teachers to see that they can meet those standards in a nontraditional teaching style. (Point person)*
So that has been the challenge, getting teachers to really think about their pedagogy and how kids really learn things. And we are so stuck in our traditional methodology that we want to go back to—“This is the facts. This is the lesson.” (Teacher)

Impact of PSEED on Students

This section explores what we learned during the documentation project about changes in students attributable to PSEED. Our information on student effects is primarily drawn from interviews with teachers, point people, and principals of the PSEED schools. We did not speak to students directly, except informally during site visits. Observations and documentation materials round out the information on student effects.

Changes in teacher practices are assumed to affect student attitudes, behavior, and skills and knowledge. As stated in the original Request for Proposals, the goal of experiential education is to provide hands-on experiences that link academic content and skills to real-world applications. One expected outcome of implementing high-quality experiential education, then, would be increased student engagement and performance. The documentation team explored perceptions of three types of changes in students: attitudes toward learning and engagement, behaviors such as discipline problems and school attendance, and actual attainment of skills and knowledge.

Student Attitudes toward Learning and Engagement

A number of aspects of experiential education might be expected to increase student engagement in learning. The change might be due to experiential education’s greater relevance to everyday life, alignment with student interests, hands-on learning opportunities, different roles for teachers and students, opportunities for leadership, greater responsibility for one’s own learning, opportunities for presentation and performance, and/or experiences of success due to varied learning styles:

It helps some students who already are starting to have different feelings about school or a certain attitude. . . . So it gets students to meet the material at different areas. And I think that PSEED kind of helps people wherever you are, meets you where you are, and gives that little extra help, to make it a little more worthwhile. (Teacher)

We found some support for all these potential vectors of increased student engagement. There was an overall feeling, however, that whatever the mechanism or mechanisms, students were more engaged as a result of their PSEED experiences. Based on the perceptions of teachers, point people, and principals, the greatest effect of the PSEED project was on student engagement. Increased student engagement was mentioned the most of any code, by 17 different respondents a total of 44 times (including 8 teachers, 5 point people, and 4 administrators from five different schools). At the two schools that did not comment on this effect, experiential education has been a core component of the educational design for many years, and therefore one would not expect to see changes attributable to PSEED itself.
There was a sense that engagement resulted in greater productivity and excitement about learning. As one teacher reported:

*In the days when we worked in the ocean lab that week, I’d never seen kids produce more work. I’d hand kids something and think it was going to take them half an hour, and they’d be back in . . . ten minutes, “We did it!” . . . And I’d go over it and it would all be done.* (Teacher)

At another school, a teacher referred to her students as “sponges,” commenting:

*They just want to learn so much. And it’s very powerful because they’re requiring me to always be adding more on to it because they do want to learn. They’re not okay with just . . . being sixth graders and doing sixth-grade work. They want to really . . . make a difference. . . . And they’ve really thrived off of this type of teaching. Because they’re not used to it. . . .* (Teacher)

**Student and Teacher Roles in School and the Community**

One of the key components of experiential education is a change in the traditional roles of teacher and students. While teachers plan and facilitate learning opportunities, students are not passive recipients, but rather co-creators, problem solvers, and in some cases, leaders in learning.

One instance of how students became leaders in a recycling project at the school illustrates this change in role:

*We shifted that so now the students are the recycling team. . . . So it’s great for them because they actually take such an interest in who’s recycling, which classrooms aren’t recycling, what people are putting in the box inappropriately. And they’re really taking ownership and they’re saying to us, “We need to go and let this teacher know that they’re not using their box.”* (Teacher)

In another school, younger students became leaders through a pizza project:

*When you listen to one of the third graders—you know, because they also solicit for customers—they’ll come down and give me a spiel about what different pizzas they have to offer. . . . The way that they’re talking about it, the excitement and the possibility, and the fact that they’re fearless about going out there and talking to any adult in the building.* (Principal)

In some cases, students became co-creators of the curriculum:

*Once you put the planning in, the kids are running the show. They’re doing it. They’re in charge of it. . . . A lot of ideas that we’ve been doing, the kids have come in the next day: “Oh, wouldn’t it be really good if, I know we’re working on this, but if we took it to here next.”* (Teacher)
Or even teachers of the teacher:

_The kid who ended up teaching my class, because I quickly ran out of knowledge—so one of my students took over—in a classroom that privileges paper and reading, a C student basically taught the class for a week—because he really understood how you make choices, thinking as a designer, as opposed to a writer. He sees himself that way. It was his gig._ (Teacher)

Exposure to experiential education may build students’ images of themselves as important contributors to the school and larger community. The projects had real meaning and gave the students a role in their school or the larger community, resulting in students who were more responsible, more empowered, and had more of an identity in the world.

_I think they’re a little bit more aware that they’re a part of a larger community, because, first of all, they get to see everybody together once a week. So they get the sense that there [are] a lot of teachers and a lot of students, and even if they don’t know everybody, they’re part of this thing that’s bigger than themselves._ . . . (Teacher)

_They did a survey of all the resources available in our neighborhood. What are all the options, the homeless shelters, the medical places where you can get dental care or mental health care. Places where you can get access to Social Security if you need to go and, you know, fill out forms, where is the welfare office, where are the grocery stores, what are the libraries. All of the potential community assets, and they have mapped all those assets. So the kind of work they’re doing is pretty amazing. And it’s real, and it matters, and they get it._ (Principal)

**Students Feeling Important**

Presentations and performances to the larger community make students feel important and layer a new level of accountability onto the learning experience. One principal noted that the emphasis on public presentations made a difference:

_And when the kids think that their work is public and important, it becomes more engaging._ (Principal)

In schools where there is a focus on social justice curriculum, engagement with PSEED experiences led to a greater sense of empowerment for students:

_They’ve looked at the assets and they’re able to map the assets and then also looked at how this community’s underserved. And what are some of the challenges. And some kids did a really moving piece around the violence that they’re experiencing. And in a way, I think that makes them feel less helpless. So I think they’re looking at things differently, in a way that they haven’t before, and maybe even the adults in their homes haven’t. And then taken the next step of,
“How can I impact this?” Or “How can I work with others?” And that’s just a great skill. (Principal)

Content Is Relevant to Students

A hallmark of experiential learning is relevance. When the learning experience, the curriculum, is embedded in real-world activities linked to student interests, increased engagement may result. Students see school as meaningful and helpful to them in their day-to-day lives. One teacher notes:

The biggest thing is it has to have relevance. They can’t just be studying something just because. They have to see how it connects with them and how they’re involved with it. . . . But it’s just really them taking control of their learning. (Teacher)

Another example of this is a distance-learning program at one school that helps high school students gain needed credits for graduation:

What Mr. D. tries to do is to figure out what they’re interested in and then find the math in that. So then he created the projects around that. One student right now is doing a project researching car loans and looking at interest rates and things like that. So she is not doing it here. She is out, whether it is online or talking to her dad or talking to other people. But she is finding out the best way she can buy a car. (Teacher)

Student Behaviors

While increased engagement was the most common student effect noted by respondents, some teachers and administrators pointed to positive changes in student behavior, such as fewer discipline problems and better attendance, which they believed were the result of the PSEED work at their school. One school documented a decrease in the number of discipline referrals by Year 3. Two teachers commented:

My students are emailing me over the weekend talking about, “I came up with this idea.” We’re making a list of the 100 best things about our community, and during the weekend, my students are emailing me: “I drove by this and we need to add it to our lists.” And it’s based on what we’re doing with our expedition. So they’re very excited. And they’re not absent a lot. My students, they’re there because they love what we’re doing. (Teacher)

I haven’t sent a child to the office this whole year. I haven’t had any of those problems, because they’re so engaged in what they’re doing that they don’t want to get in trouble. They don’t have the opportunity to act up because they want to be in the classroom. (Teacher)

One principal made the link between these changes in behavior and the increase in student engagement attributable to PSEED:
But in my opinion, student engagement has increased dramatically. So we’ve had an increase in student attendance, which is an indicator of engagement. We’ve had a decrease in student discipline referrals. Again, an indication of engagement. (Principal)

Behavior changes also resulted from changes in school culture. One teacher noted that moving to a more cooperative, less competitive approach made a difference:

I see more engagement of kids. . . . Not all middle school kids can handle competition well. . . . I definitely see a difference when I do the experiential ed type games. It gets more kids engaged. It’s a lot of fun. They don’t focus on points or score or who wins or who loses, because nobody’s a winner and nobody’s a loser. (Teacher)

Another teacher felt that children were working together better and treating each other better:

I do see more and more kids really complimenting each other on what a good job they did. I even heard someone asking, “What kind of things would you write, because I really want that job?” Which I thought was a really good strategy. (Teacher)

Learning requires risk taking, stretching beyond what one already knows or does well. As children get older, especially those who have not always succeeded in school, risk taking becomes harder. One school that included singing as part of its PSEED approach saw changes related to this:

We have more kids singing at Friday Share. Especially in that fourth through eighth realm that starts to get self-conscious, or they don’t want to sing. And I’ve seen teachers talk about it with their class, and problem solve around it, and take the risk and sing with them, and have fun with it. So I think that just helps, helps the kids take those risks. (Point person)

**Student Knowledge, Achievement, and Performance**

Student engagement, and the motivation that it demonstrates, are precursors to increased academic achievement. However, the evidence regarding student learning and academic performance from our interviews is less clear and more anecdotal in nature, in part because the great variation in the content of PSEED at each school and in each classroom would make this difficult to document. Increased engagement happens in the moment, as students shift their attitude in the midst of a learning experience. If math achievement increases subsequently, it is difficult to attribute that change to experiential education in a school context that includes many other possible causal factors.

In addition, the goals and scope of PSEED varied a great deal, as we have discussed in previous sections. In the long run, a more enriched educational experience that includes, for instance, music classes or visits to a farm, may lead to increased engagement and, in
the long run, greater achievement, but it is not clear that either the level of PSEED at most schools, the duration of the project, or the depth of the experience would be likely to result in measurable changes in performance. To the extent that such changes did happen, we may not be able to capture them in the timeline of this project, since school achievement data is typically not available for some months.\footnote{CCE plans to analyze student engagement and achievement indicators for the PSEED schools from the year before PSEED through 2008 when the data is released from BPS.}

Despite these limitations, our interviewees did note some changes in students’ knowledge. When PSEED activities focused on connections with the larger community, students gained increased understanding of the world around them:

> When we went out with kids to design the orchard, we went to other orchards in the city. And one of the kids said, in a genuine question, she said, “Are there different kinds of trees?” And she didn’t know! “Is it just one tree?” I think kids are not only getting outside as far as being outside in the natural world, but getting outside of what they know and what they’re really familiar with. (Point person)

> I think a major difference is that it’s gotten our kids and staff out of the classroom and really educated them around looking at their community and defining community as a school community, as a neighborhood, as a city, as a region of the United States. I think we’ve been successful at that because our kids haven’t done that to that point. (Principal)

In one case, middle school student work from an experiential education science unit led to two science fair projects that were eligible to compete at the state level, and in another case, a teacher made direct connections between students’ experience hearing a community leader speak at their school and better cognitive skills:

> When [Leader] came up the other day to be a guest speaker, they were so excited. It was great. And then they were writing, and their writing was so powerful after hearing about [Person] from [Leader] because they were such good friends that it was like—. We had read articles, and just having [Leader] out there for 45 minutes, their writing was that much stronger just from having that experience. (Teacher)

In addition to traditional content skills, experiential education is designed to build what have been called “21st-century skills” such as problem solving, oral communication, responsibility, and teamwork. As a direct result of their PSEED endeavors, one high school documented a notable increase in the number of its graduates accepted into college film majors. One teacher from another school noted the problem-solving skills gained by her students, while an administrator noted their poise and oral communication skills:
I think that it’s incredible the way it helps support kids to be comfortable with presenting themselves in a number of ways, whether it’s MC-ing, doing some sort of theatrical number, doing some sort of recital of poetry or of an essay. We had a group of third graders, which is pretty young. We went to sort of a luncheon or dinner conference thing, and there were about 50 people there, and students were brought to this from grades 3 to 12. And we had 4 third graders. I really think, objectively, they were the most impressive presenters. They were so poised, so comfortable. (Principal)

Students learned responsibility—taking responsibility for their learning, as well as being responsible with each other and with hazardous tools and materials:

For example, these kids that have had these different roles: videographer, or like these picture takers or photographers, or ushers. . . . And I think Town Hall has given them this really applicable way to learn about responsibility . . . it wasn’t happening before. And I think that they learned how to be responsible for their own learning through this avenue that was . . . really experiential. It was meaningful to them, and they saw why it was important to be responsible, because no one is going to do their job. (Teacher)

It took a lot for me when it came down to the pipes, when they had to be glued together. They had to be primed and cemented, and that cement is really dangerous. . . . Because of that, they really did step up to what the expectations were. (Teacher)

We did hear that students began to make connections between the learning that took place in classrooms and real-world applications:

Especially when the kids are doing a project like the wireless one. A real audience, a real purpose, data that mattered. They learned an enormous amount through the process. Graphing, geometry, a lot about using Google Maps, and so there was a tech piece and a performance piece, because they spoke in front of the governor and the head of I.T. for the entire city and a whole bunch of folks from the Neighborhood Wireless Initiative.

The effects were not necessarily the same for all students. In one school, a humanities teacher noted the effect on classroom culture and the role of certain students:

In my humanities classroom . . . [experiential education] challenges easy designations about who are the kids who can and who are the kids who can’t. . . . So it messes up everybody’s head in a really good way. Humanities as a discipline is still very much focused on language. “Can you do your reading, your writing, your talking,” you are still processing language. And when I did an Adobe project or . . . a PowerPoint, also designing brochures with the kids, that kind of different modes of showing what you know. (Teacher)
It's flipped. Who are the kids in the room who are the leaders? Who are the kids in the room who are feeling most empowered to do well? Particularly made a difference with young men. . . . It is really a way to show what I know in a mode that I feel comfortable with. (Teacher)

The documentation project asked teachers, point people, and administrators to discuss their perceptions of the effects of the PSEED initiative at their school on students’ attitudes, behaviors, and knowledge. While there was a great deal of consensus that experiential education was effective in building students’ engagement in learning, there was less consensus about the mechanisms for these effects. A few interviewees noted that engagement had resulted in behavior changes, such as better peer interactions, fewer discipline problems, and higher attendance rates. There is less evidence that increased engagement translates into improved student performance, although this may be the case—our methods and data can provide limited insight on this point.
Sustainability of PSEED

One concern for many schools is how to sustain PSEED activities after the grant. Schools were asked by the Foundation to develop initiatives that could be embedded into the regular school day and into ongoing classroom curriculum. When and how schools began to focus on sustainability varied across schools: some did this during the grant-planning stage; some, during the initiatives; and others are currently developing plans. Schools that have identified a plan for sustaining programs have focused their efforts on building teacher capacity through teacher development and learning opportunities, creating and developing curricula that are utilized from year to year, promoting a school culture that will institutionalize PSEED activities, and/or initiating relationships with community partners that will outlive grant funding. For a few schools, the sustainability of PSEED work is unknown. For these schools, the amount of funding needed to sustain programming is currently out of their reach; hence, future programming is unclear.

Teacher Professional Development

Teacher professional development is an important aspect of creating a sustainable project. Teachers who have built their own capacity throughout the duration of the grant or principals who have supported teacher development through stipend-paying positions seem confident about the work continuing after funding ends.

I’m not concerned about maintaining the momentum, because a lot of it comes from me, too, that I’m excited about it. And the kids, if you’re in a bad mood, the kids also become in a bad mood. And if you’re excited about teaching something to them, they’re excited to learn about it. (Teacher)

We are working on the sustainability part. . . . Part of what I did when we didn’t hire the experiential education coordinator was give stipends to some of the people who had been doing the work for a while to take more of a leadership role. Trying to [build] some of that leadership more internally. (Principal)

Other schools have provided specific training or professional development opportunities to build teacher capacity.

The focus has been on doing the professional development and capacity building with the adults, so that then, when the funding’s gone, we have the training of our physical person in Project Adventure, and in how to do ropes with kids, and in how to go out in the boats with the kids. We’ve built his capacity. (Principal)

School Culture

A few schools have been thinking about sustainability for an extended period of time. Schools that have included sustainability as a topic in their PSEED team planning meetings have framed their PSEED work as an aspect of what they are trying to achieve as a school. Schools that have institutionalized their projects or have built their school’s culture around PSEED programs are further along in the sustainability conversation.
I didn’t experience it as a grant. And I think that that really is an important part of a successful grant . . . it may start as something that feels very separate. You can put a box around it and say, “Oh, this is the ‘this’ grant.” But when it is successful, over time, it becomes so infused into what we do in terms of generally teaching and learning that I can’t put a box around it any more. And I think that is certainly true of how this initiative developed in this school. (Teacher)

I think some of it has just become more a part of the school culture. . . . So when it’s a part of the culture, then it’s more likely to continue. . . . It’s just more likely to continue because it just becomes part of who we are and what we do. (Teacher)

Curriculum Development

Developing a sound and repeatable curriculum helps schools to sustain PSEED programming from year to year. Schools that focused on curriculum development are confident in their ability to continue the work after the funding. Developing a curriculum that can be passed from teacher to teacher helps teachers not to “reinvent the wheel” each academic year. In addition, curriculum development provides teachers, most importantly new teachers, with a toolbox of information to jump-start the academic year.

There’s going to be a binder and a box of a kit, and something else for every classroom. And we’re getting most of it! And examples of student work. But what we have now is K–8, a curriculum that really is laid out in terms of environmental, experiential, and social justice. I wasn’t sure we could do that in these three years, but I feel that by the end of this summer, I mean, I think we’ll have enough of it documented . . . that any new teacher walking in really has something to start with. (Principal)

To be able to see and share ideas. And that’s one way to keep the maintenance up. . . . Just having tools at your disposal, I think, will make that experiential learning a lot easier, not like reinventing the wheel every single time, every year. (Teacher)

I’ve written the whole thing out. I use the expedition plan thingy that they gave us, and have even done a week-by-week [plan], and goals, and all the different resources and everything, and I’m putting it all together in one. (Teacher)

Community Partnerships

Many schools created community partnerships in order to execute their PSEED projects. For a few schools, the inclusion of community partnerships was a deliberate step in both implementation and sustainability.

Some of the partnerships that we have helped [sustainability], and I intentionally went out for partnerships versus hiring staff people. Urban Voices is an example of that; I can’t afford to pay a choral director, but I can afford the yearly fee of Urban Voices. Organizations that will do the fundraising on their end so they can work with us are the folks I’ve been going after. (Principal)
So we’ve developed some new relationships that will be ongoing after PSEED, because a lot of these groups have their own funding, and they need the students. So we’re matching up in ways that I think will continue to outlive the grant. (Principal)

Well a lot of it, for us, is already in place. Like, we have relationships with all kinds of organizations around the city that we use for our curriculum. (Teacher)

However, a couple of schools will not be able to continue their partnerships with community organizations due to the cost of programming activities.

Sustainability Challenges

Although all schools are concerned about sustainability, most have not developed a formal plan that will allow them to continue all or some of their PSEED projects after the funding ends. This conclusion is not a surprise, since the amount of money schools received over the three-year grant period was substantial. (See earlier History of PSEED section.)

The question becomes, how are we going to sustain those things if we don’t have the funding? Well, that’s interesting. Hopefully—[name] [is] a great grant writer . . . she can continue to write grants, because I think that not having those things as part of our curriculum will certainly hurt our curriculum in terms of who we are as an institution. (Point person)

A couple of teachers and point people spoke about how momentum and infrastructure can help sustain EE projects when funding sources are unclear.

We are good as a school at saying, “Okay, this is really working. We’re going to keep it. We have to find a way to keep it.” So I’m imagining that a lot of it, we’ll find ways to make it continue. (Teacher)

It could fall to the wayside. I hope it doesn’t, and . . . [i]f we don’t have the funding, maybe there’s a way that teachers themselves can try to keep the momentum going. (Teacher)

How do we create an infrastructure that is sustainable and that uses technology and that is reflective of our commitment to design? That’s big. (Principal)
Discussion

The PSEED initiative encompassed a range of schools, serving different age groups, with different philosophies and very different histories in regard to experiential education. Some schools started out with well-developed experiential education opportunities in place, while others were relatively new to the concept. Each school was at a different point in implementing experiential education, but they will all begin the next school year further along the continuum of high-quality experiential education than they were at the beginning of the initiative. Not surprisingly, given that the PSEED initiative evolved continually over the three years of its existence and included seven diverse schools with very different goals and plans, it is not easy for the documentation project to summarize the complexity of all that can be learned from PSEED.

The decision to focus on experiential education was well aligned with the educational philosophy and goals of the PSEED schools. Leaders often commented that PSEED helped them to move in the direction that they wanted to go as a school. PSEED was seen as a vehicle for school improvement and development rather than an add-on project that would provide some amenities and then end in a few years. We found widespread teacher buy-in, commitment of leadership, and progressive embrace of experiential education as the norm for each school.

A stated goal of PSEED was to “demonstrably improve student engagement and achievement.” Triangulating interviews, rubric results, and observations, the findings suggest that student engagement increased, student behavior improved, and in at least individual cases, student achievement climbed as well. For example, teachers described students’ increased knowledge of their communities, more developed “21st-century” skills, and greater responsibility for learning. While we cannot prove that such changes are attributable to PSEED, or determine precisely their extent and depth, there is consensus that experiential education served to motivate, empower, engross, and support students.

While increased student engagement and achievement were primary goals of PSEED, changes in student attitudes, behavior, and knowledge are indirect results of the initiative, in the sense that they depend on transformations that have taken place in pedagogy, curriculum, and school culture. We have strong evidence that these school- and classroom-level outcomes were achieved at every school. One change that nearly every school identified to be a direct result of PSEED was a better understanding of and growing commitment to experiential education. A great deal of documentation of the process and products of PSEED provides evidence both of what occurred and the consequences in terms of school activities, student work, and new partnerships. In most cases, teachers and administrators felt that these changes would continue to develop, grow, and be sustained over time.

One of the strengths of the initiative was the Barr Foundation’s flexibility in response to an evolving sense of what was needed for successful implementation of the initiative as a whole, as well as the significant alterations in the school-level plans that took place after
the ups and downs of the first year of implementation. Rather than being prescriptive, PSEED was designed to respect the individuality of each school and its needs for implementing experiential education. Even before the project began, the foundation changed the focus of PSEED from afterschool to in-school work, in direct response to dialogue with the schools and CCE. Working with the Community Matters project managers, the foundation maintained an understanding of the needs and challenges at each school, and remained open to continuing to shift plans in accordance with what made sense at each school.

Another strength of the PSEED initiative was the decision to focus the effort on Pilot schools, where a strong foundation in collaborative culture, openness to change, and continuous improvement meant that there was both the commitment and the flexibility to reflect, revise, and make continual progress toward each school’s PSEED goals. Two central issues made these characteristics critical to the success of PSEED. First, many schools encountered unexpected changes: key personnel left, major new initiatives arose, or in one case, a school moved to a new building and was developing a new pathway to align with another district school. Secondly, as the first year unfolded, schools gained new insight into the goals, strategies, partners, staffing patterns, and resources that would work best for them, and revised their plans accordingly. In nearly all schools, there was substantial midcourse revision of PSEED, even in cases where the larger aims remained the same. Despite the unexpected shifts in personnel and circumstances, schools made substantial progress in implementing experiential education.

**Lessons Learned**

While each school was different, the documentation team was able to find some common threads in their stories. The same six factors seemed most helpful as schools implemented PSEED over the past three years: clarity of goals, process, and strategies; leadership; adequate staffing; professional development; sufficient time; and finding a balance between test-oriented skills development and experiential education. Each of these factors is explored below.

1. **Clarity of goals, strategies, and expectations**

This finding can be summarized as: the greater the clarity of a school’s goals, strategies, and expectations, the more efficient and effective the implementation of PSEED. The schools that began PSEED with a strong history of experiential education implementation, including a mission that was well aligned with the work, sufficient knowledgeable staff, high-capacity enthusiastic leadership, and very concrete plans regarding what they wanted to accomplish, made the greatest gains over the three years of the project. Although their plans sometimes shifted in response to changing ideas about best practices, the leaders at these schools were clear about their goals and what resources would be needed to meet them.

While the initiative began with a stated strategy—experiential education—and goals for improvements in student engagement and performance, beyond these general ideas there was a great deal about the PSEED initiative that evolved over time. This continual
evolution is not only a reflection of the initiative leadership, however. Experiential education in fact has many definitions, many components. It often takes a different shape at different schools, and requires time and practice to understand fully. However, as a result of the relatively general guidance provided, the first year became a de facto planning year at many schools, and it was not until Year 2 that PSEED implementation started to take hold. A number of teachers (selected because of their high involvement with the project) commented that they still did not have a clear understanding of what experiential education was, even toward the end of the third year of implementation.

Given the variable school-level interpretations of experiential education, supporting its implementation in each school was a challenge for the partners. Since the work was new to both the Barr Foundation and Community Matters, the process was more one of learning together than of providing structure or a road map. As one key stakeholder noted, “We made it up as we went along.” To the extent that a clear definition of experiential education was offered, such as in the Request for Proposals, it was not revisited systematically (for example, at early Knowledge Sessions), nor further developed to provide guidance to schools over time. The rubric provided the first concrete, detailed picture of high-quality experiential education, but it was completed in Year 3, too late to be fully utilized by most schools. The well-received Summer Institute in 2007 also served to provide a more developed understanding and demonstration of experiential education.

While the evolving nature of the initiative and the openness of the partners to change was a strength for the schools with strong histories of experiential education, at other schools, the very flexibility that was helpful in responding to changing needs also proved to be a challenge, as administrators and teachers often struggled with a lack of clarity, structure, processes, expectations, capacity, or even direction.

A related lesson for the foundation and its partners is that providing clarity of expectations regarding the schools’ proposed experiential education activities through an evaluation plan built into the initiative from the outset would address many of the issues stated above. Strong formative evaluation, using baseline and periodically collected data, would identify early on challenges to closing the gap between a theoretical understanding of experiential education and the practical nature of its implementation, both in individual schools and across the seven schools. In addition, public sharing of schools’ experiential education products, whether student work or teacher curriculum units, would promote conversations about shared goals, definitions, and expectations for the initiative.

2. **Strong leadership**

The importance of leadership team members, and in particular, a principal who has a strong vision of experiential education, cannot be overstated. Building a school culture that embraces, understands, and expects experiential education must come from the top, and be joined by a team of respected staff who can build ownership across the faculty. Experiential education is demanding; teachers succeed in building their capacity for the
work, finding the necessary time, and maintaining their enthusiasm in a context of ongoing support.

While the individual leadership or headmaster was critical, having a leadership team of teachers and other staff also proved central to success at those schools that made the most progress. The PSEED teams worked best in a context of a clear vision of experiential education, regular meetings, and continuity over time. The most effective teams represented the perspectives of a number of different groups in the school, including administration, teachers of different levels, and staff from key departments involved in implementation (e.g., technology services, if media is a key part of the initiative).

3. Adequate staffing

Schools benefited from a paid coordinator with strong content knowledge, sufficient dedicated time, and familiarity with school culture. Most of the PSEED schools struggled with how to staff the initiative over the three years, often trying a series of strategies. The most successful schools benefited from the consistency of a paid, integrated coordinator of the PSEED initiative to guide the work, maintain momentum, provide in-house professional development, and consult with teachers one-on-one. When this person had other roles in the school, there was the advantage of knowing the school culture and curriculum and having legitimacy with staff, but sometimes this also meant the disadvantage of having many other roles and responsibilities, weakening the focus on PSEED work. On the other hand, at several schools, coordinators were hired who did not have a strong history with the school and were not able to build strong relationships with leadership and staff, resulting in a failure to implement PSEED fully, as well as staff turnover in the coordination function.

4. Professional development and technical assistance

Professional development can take many forms, from individual coaching to whole-school or multischool workshops, but without this foundation, progress will be limited. While all the schools included professional development in their PSEED work, often through community partnerships, the quality, depth, and extent varied considerably both between schools and over time. Even in Year 3, many teachers were struggling to reach a clear definition of experiential education and a practical understanding of how to implement it in their classrooms.

As noted above, PSEED as a whole did not begin with a fully developed understanding of experiential education or create the professional development to achieve or share this understanding over time. Many respondents suggested that holding the Summer Institute prior to Year 1 would have supported much clearer and more timely implementation at the schools.

Ongoing professional development opportunities would also have helped schools with new teachers, and in many cases, new leadership, who entered PSEED schools every year. While in several cases professional development was to be provided by community
partner organizations, at times the fit or capacity of these organizations presented a challenge. For some schools, the Summer Institute was able to support this work in Year 3. The structures to share the ideas and approaches of experiential education with individuals new to a school must be in place from the beginning of an initiative like PSEED.

Group presentations and discussions can constitute part of professional development, but hands-on technical assistance and coaching is typically needed for such learning experiences to take hold. Without access to expert technical assistance at either the teacher or leadership levels in the first two years, schools that did not already have strong in-house capacity sometimes floundered. While CCE coaches were a logical choice for technical assistance to PSEED schools, historically CCE coaches develop their coaching agendas based on a school’s overall improvement goals rather than on implementing initiatives. Using CCE coaches for PSEED would have required negotiating different ways of developing coaching agendas between school leaders and CCE coaches, as well as, in some cases, building the capacity of coaches to provide assistance in experiential education.

A clear lesson emerging from PSEED is the need to balance cross-school professional development opportunities with more individualized technical assistance to each school. Both are important to provide quality experiential education implementation.

5. Time

All the ingredients of successful experiential education—professional development, leadership team, curriculum development and documentation, constant reflection with subsequent revision, collaborative teaching, development of partnerships, technical assistance, presentation of student work—have one common factor. They require time. At every school, time was noted as a limiting factor and a challenge to successful implementation of PSEED work. In the case of professional development, the fact that their Pilot status enabled all the schools to set aside significant time for professional development and faculty collaboration was helpful, but there were many competing needs and interests for the schools to attend to.

The schools involved in PSEED are entrepreneurial in nature—their innovative practices depend in part on constantly adapting to new opportunities, developing new and better approaches, and enriching their offerings. On the one hand, this means that Pilot schools are adept at integrating new ideas and structures. On the other hand, some schools had difficulty keeping on track with PSEED work in the face of other adjustments, initiatives, and restructuring. In its reflection on the three years of the PSEED initiative, one school notes:

In the three years of the PSEED grant BDEA reduced its evening program by a half, expanded its distance learning program, and ramped up its day program enrollment from 100 to 200 students. Also during this period the staff rewrote and consolidated its set of competencies which all graduating
BDEA students are expected to know and be able to do. The staff also restructured the two-semester calendar into a trimester schedule with each trimester separated by an assessment period where students were determined to be independently competent. Finally, BDEA began an initiative of programming and professional development focused on making the school a trauma sensitive school in order to help our students cope with the impact of everyday violence, poverty, and institutional racism that created obstacles for their academic growth.

Finally, time for PSEED-wide activities was always at a premium. While many respondents voiced frustration with the lack of depth of sharing in the Knowledge Sessions and would have liked more professional development, they also acknowledged that creating the time for deeper sharing or trainings would have been difficult. The lack of utilization of the website, except for reporting purposes, is also a reflection of this issue to some extent; it did not fit easily into existing practices and tasks, and therefore required more time to use. Websites designed by schools for purposes emerging from schools might have encouraged more use.

6. Rigor and relevance

Creating an experience where students enjoy themselves is relatively easy; ensuring that they gain the desired skills and knowledge through this experience is a greater challenge. Integrating content (“rigor”) into experiential education and simultaneously ensuring that the lesson is engaging and relevant for students is an ongoing challenge.

A number of teachers voiced their sense that there was a trade-off between teaching skills such as grammar, which are required to pass state tests, and providing engaging, hands-on learning experiences through experiential education. Many of the respondents noted that they had to find a balance between teaching skills and providing engaging experiences for students. The Young Achievers Experiential Education Rubric (Appendix B5) captures the need for both mastery of grade-level standards and engaging students in holistic learning experiences through field investigation.

In the best of all worlds, rather than a balance between two types of education, students are able to benefit from integration—learning new skills and gaining knowledge through their experiential education opportunities.

**Future Steps for PSEED Schools and Beyond**

As noted in the section on sustainability, each individual PSEED school is moving ahead with implementing experiential education. In addition, there are a number of products and activities that have resulted from the joint work of the initiative, including: (1) refinement and dissemination of the rubric; (2) development of a network of Pilot schools working together on digital portfolio development; and (3) a Barr Foundation initiative to expand the presence of Expeditionary Learning Schools in Boston that will provide intensive, focused technical assistance on experiential education to a small group of schools. Each
of these outcomes reflects a deeper, more refined understanding of what experiential education is and what it take to make it happen in urban schools.

The rubric provides a clear understanding of what it looks like when a school and teachers implement high-quality experiential education. Once the rubric is refined, it will be shared with all PSEED schools, some of whom have expressed an interest in continuing to use it, and appropriate administrators at the Boston Public School district. It also will be integrated into the benchmarks for the School Quality Review of Pilot schools in collaboration with CCE. In the long run, the rubric might be used as a tool for self-assessment and in discussion with coaches, as well as in visits to peer schools.

Another possible outcome of PSEED is a proposal currently under development and being considered by the Barr Foundation. A subgroup of PSEED schools that have developed an interest in sharing student work and performance assessments through digital portfolios across a common digital platform will be working together to learn, create common approaches, and develop new and improved assessments in their own schools.

Finally, with support from the Barr Foundation, five Boston schools (some of which may be Pilot and/or PSEED schools) will be working intensively with Expeditionary Learning Schools–Outward Bound (ELS) over the next four years. The project will include 30–35 days of coaching and a similar amount of professional development. In addition, the project will create curriculum maps that deliver the content of the Boston learning standards through experiential education projects (called “expeditions” by ELS). The maps will include examples of specific activities and units, so that teachers do not have to “reinvent the wheel” in order to include high-quality experiential learning opportunities in their classrooms.

Experiential education can be a very broad term, one that is difficult to define at best. Without intensive professional development and technical assistance, and in a context of school-level challenges such as multiple initiatives, limited time, and staff turnover, some schools had difficulty making progress, especially in the first year of PSEED. However, in the end, all the schools were clear about their goals and strategies, and were able to implement them with increasing effectiveness. The schools that had previously embraced deep work on experiential education were able to make real gains in areas such as technology, documentation, and assessment, while those just entering the field came away from the initiative with a much better sense of how to make experiential education work for them. Individual teachers were transformed, and in turn reinvented their classrooms. Schools embraced new visions of what experiences that combine content and engagement can look like. The next steps that schools and partners are taking—including the final revisions to the rubric, new work on assessment through digital portfolios, and intensive experiential education implementation—all reflect the powerful effects of the three years of the PSEED initiative.
Appendix

Appendix A: Instruments used in Documentation Project

A1: PSEED Rubric

Focus Area 1: Curriculum

Guiding Questions
- How is your curriculum authentic?
- How is your curriculum content rich and challenging?
- What are the indicators of student engagement? How do you know the curriculum is engaging to a range of learners?
- What kinds of performance based assessments or authentic learning do students experience?
- How does the curriculum support active reflection by teachers and students?
- How is the four-step cycle of experiential education evident in teaching and learning?

Sample Evidence

This list provides examples of concrete things you would see if this focus area is being fully implemented. The list is not all inclusive, nor would one expect every activity to be happening in every school. The list is meant to guide evidence collection.

- Samples of student work from different content areas and grade levels
- Notes and videotapes of classroom and instructional approaches
- Course and curriculum descriptions
- Culminating projects and tasks for individuals and groups
- Teacher- and class-generated rubrics
- Reading material that covers a wide range of interests and levels
- Standardized test scores
**Directions:** Please circle the response, in each row, that best describes your school.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Most of time</th>
<th>Some of Time</th>
<th>Beginning to occur</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Don’t know or Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authentic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A Classroom content is relevant to students’ experiences.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B Content and projects are relevant beyond the classroom and school.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C Curriculum development and implementation uses the expertise of practitioners in the content area.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D Curriculum allows for intra- and inter-disciplinary experiences and inquiries.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E Curriculum implementation requires students to conduct field and community work outside the school building.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1F Students and teachers use primary source materials in their inquiry.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content Rich</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Students understand key concepts through their experiences working in and across disciplines (as writers, mathematicians, scientists, etc).</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engaging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Ja Curriculum experiences expand student perspectives on diverse cultures.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L Students understand the purpose for their work.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M Students develop and modify their theories through discussion.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>The process and outcomes of creating products and performances provide the structure through which students demonstrate understanding and make learning visible.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R</td>
<td>Teachers and students reflect alone and in groups on what they learned through the process of creating meaningful products.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Focus Area 2: Pedagogy

Sample Evidence

This list provides examples of concrete things you would see if this focus area is being fully implemented. The list is not all inclusive, nor would one expect every activity to be happening in every school. The list is meant to guide evidence collection.

- Teacher portfolios
- Lesson plans
- Teacher assignments and project units
- Multiple forms of assessment
- Student and parent feedback through surveys, discussion, or focus groups

Guiding Questions

- Is instruction inquiry-based?
- How are students grouped for instruction?
- Are there flexibility in and a variety of instructional approaches?
- Is risk-taking encouraged?
- How is student leadership encouraged?
- How is reflection embedded in teaching and learning?
- How is assessment used to determine student achievement?
- How is the four-step cycle of experiential education evident in teaching and learning?
**Directions:** Please circle the response, in each row, that best describes your school.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Most of time</th>
<th>Some of time</th>
<th>Beginning to occur</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Don’t know or Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inquiry-based</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A Instruction</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requires students to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pose questions, solve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>problems, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>construct meaning.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexible</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D Classroom</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grouping structures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vary (individual,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small groups, large</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group) depending on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what the experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or product requires.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2H Curriculum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>consistently provides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opportunities for</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students to handle,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explore, experiment,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and work with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>materials.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflective</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N Student and</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teacher reflections</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>address what they</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learned as well as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what they did.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2O A coherent system</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contributes to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ongoing reflection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and evaluation. The</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system is designed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to include multiple</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forms such as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>performances,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exhibitions,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>portfolios,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conferences, tests,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and quizzes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Focus Area 3: School Culture

Sample Evidence

This list provides examples of concrete things you would see if this focus area is being fully implemented. The list is not all inclusive, nor would one expect every activity to be happening in every school. The list is meant to guide evidence collection.

- Notes and agendas from teacher collaborative planning time meetings
- Interviews and/or surveys of teachers reflecting on planning and professional development activities
- Agendas and meeting minutes from various groups, such as leadership teams, full faculty, grade level teams, parents, and community members.
- Explicit team missions, goals, and norms
- Peer observation protocols and notes
- Professional development schedule for the school year

Guiding Questions

- How are high expectations and standards communicated through the curriculum and pedagogy?
- Are student and teacher learning in and outside the classroom?
- What is evidence of staff collaboration?
- What is the quality of discourse between and among teachers and students?
- How are parents and community connected to the work of the school?
**Directions:** Please circle the response, in each row, that best describes your school.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Most of time</th>
<th>Some of time</th>
<th>Beginning to occur</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Don’t know or Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quality-focused**

3A Students engage in and discuss rigorous content through the experiential education learning process.  

3B Students create displays, presentations, and performances with significant care, preparation, and high standards.

---

**Collaborative**

3D Teachers and other staff and administrators use regular opportunities to expand and deepen their understanding of experiential education during their meeting times.

---

**Visible**

3F Displays of student work are accompanied by teacher and student reflections. This is visible throughout classrooms, hallways, and performance assessments.

3I Students and teachers are responsible for communicating their learning to the community beyond the classroom.

3J Parents and community members are actively a part of the learning and creation of products and performances.

3K Community partnerships expand and deepen the experiential education curricula and authentic learning opportunities.
Focus Area 4: Structures

Sample Evidence

This list provides examples of concrete things you would see if this focus area is being fully implemented. The list is not all inclusive, nor would one expect every activity to be happening in every school. The list is meant to guide evidence collection.

- Governance documents
- Budget summary
- School improvement plan
- School professional development goals
- Description of governance bodies
- Decision making processes
- School partnerships
- School schedule and calendar (teachers and students)

Guiding Questions

- What is the evidence of shared leadership?
- How do schedules and school structures support experiential learning?
- How are classes organized to support quality learning experiences within and across disciplines?
- How does the budget support experiential education and the mission of the school?
- How does leadership ensure good communication within the school community?
- Describe the decision making bodies and processes in the school.
Directions: Please circle the response, in each row, that best describes your school.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Most of time</th>
<th>Some of time</th>
<th>Beginning to occur</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Don’t know or Not applicable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supportive Leadership</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Aa</td>
<td>School leadership promotes experiential education as an essential part of preparing students for high levels of achievement.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Ab</td>
<td>Leadership defines student achievement as inclusive of multiple assessments.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B</td>
<td>The school leadership connects experiential education to school improvement goals</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C</td>
<td>The school’s teacher evaluation processes encourage the integration of experiential education into their practice.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4D</td>
<td>Leadership is shared among administrators, staff, and other members of the school community in areas of decision-making and implementation of school goals.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4E</td>
<td>The school’s budget supports experiential education.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4F</td>
<td>School partnerships are meaningful and support the vision and mission of the school.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible Schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>The schedule includes long blocks of flexible time for instruction and collaboration.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4H</td>
<td>The school day is structured for regularly scheduled opportunities for teachers to share curriculum, pedagogy, and dilemmas about practice.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flexible Structures</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4I</td>
<td>The school calendar builds in time and structures for portfolios, exhibitions, and presentations.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inclusive Student Groupings</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4J</td>
<td>Class size and student: staff ratios are low enough to allow for high quality experiential education experiences.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>Learning groups within classrooms are heterogeneous.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### A2: Rubric Averages by School

Table 1: School Culture Rubric Means, by School (identified by numbers 1-7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality-focused</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>Students engage in and discuss rigorous content through the experiential education learning process.</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>Students create displays, presentations, and performances with significant care, preparation, and high standards.</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaborative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Teachers and other staff and administrators use regular opportunities to expand and deepen their understanding of experiential education during their meeting times.</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visible</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3F</td>
<td>Displays of student work are accompanied by teacher and student reflections. This is visible throughout classrooms, hallways, and performance assessments.</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3I</td>
<td>Students and teachers are responsible for communicating their learning to the community beyond the classroom.</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3J</td>
<td>Parents and community members are actively a part of the learning and creation of products and performances.</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3K</td>
<td>Community partnerships expand and deepen the experiential education curricula and authentic learning opportunities.</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Curriculum Rubric Means, by School (identified by numbers 1-7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Authentic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A Classroom content is relevant to students’ experiences.</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B Content and projects are relevant beyond the classroom and school.</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C Curriculum development and implementation uses the expertise of practitioners in the content area.</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D Curriculum allows for intra- and inter-disciplinary experiences and inquiries.</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E Curriculum implementation requires students to conduct field and community work outside the school building.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1F Students and teachers use primary source materials in their inquiry.</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content Rich</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1I Students understand key concepts through their experiences working in and across disciplines (as writers, mathematicians, scientists, etc).</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engaging</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Ja Curriculum experiences expand student perspectives on diverse cultures.</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Jb Curriculum experiences expand student perspectives on diverse learning styles in classrooms and content areas.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1L Students understand the purpose for their work.</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M Students develop and modify their theories through discussion.</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1P</td>
<td>The process and outcomes of creating products and performances provide the structure through which students demonstrate understanding and make learning visible.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1R</td>
<td>Teachers and students reflect alone and in groups on what they learned through the process of creating meaningful products.</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Pedagogy Rubric Means, by School (identified by numbers 1-7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Inquiry-based</th>
<th>Flexible</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Reflective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2A</strong> Inquiry-based</td>
<td>Instruction requires students to pose questions, solve problems, and construct meaning.</td>
<td>2.88 4.00 3.18 3.33 3.50 4.00 3.29</td>
<td>3.88 3.83 3.61 3.20 3.70 3.71 3.50</td>
<td>3.63 3.67 3.10 3.17 3.50 4.00 3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2D</strong> Flexible</td>
<td>Classroom grouping structures vary (individual, small groups, large group) depending on what the experience or product requires.</td>
<td>3.88 3.83 3.61 3.20 3.70 3.71 3.50</td>
<td>3.50 3.83 3.21 2.83 3.20 3.86 2.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2G</strong> Active</td>
<td>Educational experiences include the possibility of learning from mistakes, risk-taking, and unpredictable outcomes.</td>
<td>3.63 3.67 3.10 3.17 3.50 4.00 3.29</td>
<td>3.00 3.50 3.03 2.33 3.00 3.83 3.00</td>
<td>1.63 3.67 2.74 3.00 3.00 3.71 3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2N</strong> Reflective</td>
<td>Student and teacher reflections address what they learned as well as what they did.</td>
<td>3.00 3.50 3.03 2.33 3.00 3.83 3.00</td>
<td>3.67 2.74 3.00 3.00 3.71 3.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2O</strong></td>
<td>A coherent system of assessment contributes to ongoing reflection and evaluation. The system is designed to include multiple forms such as performances, exhibitions, portfolios, conferences, tests, and quizzes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A3: Documentation List

For as many of the three years as possible, we would like to collect the following documentation:

- Calendar of meetings about experiential education
- School-wide professional development plan and schedule for the year
- Minutes and agendas of meetings about experiential education, including dates, times, attendees, if they exist
- Explicit experiential education team mission, goals, and norms, if they exist

In order to prepare a description of the PSEED work at your school, the following types of documentation would be helpful to the team. If you have any of the items in the list below, please allow the team to review them:

School-wide documentation

- Media stories (print and video) about EE at the school
- School and community newsletter stories about EE at the school
- School documents that describe the school’s instructional philosophy and practice
- Agendas and meeting minutes from various groups, such as leadership teams, full faculty, grade level teams, parents, and community members

Staffing

- Job descriptions of staff for EE
- Names and information about consultants that provide EE professional development or services

Teacher practice

- Teacher portfolios
- Peer observation protocols and notes
- Interviews and/or surveys of teachers reflecting on planning and professional development activities
- Notes and videotapes of classroom and instructional approaches
- Course and curriculum documents such as unit descriptions, standards developed by the school
- Teacher- and class-generated rubrics
- Sample lesson plans, assignments, and assessments
- Reading lists (that cover a wide range of interests and levels)

Student work, reflection, and feedback

- Photographs of students engaged in EE work
- Photos, scans, or artifacts of student work and relevant context information (about students, learning goals, assessment, rubrics, etc) from an experiential unit, lesson, or project. We do not need student names.
- Culminating projects and tasks for individuals and groups—assignments and student work
- Student and parent feedback through surveys, discussion, or focus groups.
Thanks for making the time for this interview. As you know, the goal of the Documentation Project is to capture what happened over the course of PSEED and why. I’d like to ask you some questions about how PSEED has played out, how things have changed over time, and where you see it going. Your comments will be kept confidential in the full report on the documentation project, which will be shared with others (Barr, other grantees, etc.) However, in the optional, internal report that we will prepare for your school at your request, it may not be possible to keep confidentiality. Therefore, please let us know if you would like to be sure that any of your comments are kept confidential in your internal report as well.

**Implementation**

1. What is your role in the school? How long have you been at _________ (school)? What has your role been in PSEED? Have you been involved all 3 years?

2. Could you talk about your own definition of experiential education? Has it changed over the course of the PSEED project?

Next, I would just like to hear a little bit about the “story” of PSEED at your school.

3. My understanding is that your school’s plan was to focus on __________. Is that correct? How did this focus manifest itself in your classroom?

4. Could you give some examples of projects or expeditions that you have implemented since PSEED? What was the most and least successful about them? What experiential education work/units are you planning currently?

5. What were your goals for focusing on _________________________? Why did your school choose this approach? How did it fit with your teaching goals?
6. Fill the table out together. Looking for trends, not exact information unless easy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did you work with consultants, specialists, volunteers, parents,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>community organizations and if so, how?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you work with other teachers involved in implementing PSEED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and if so, how?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you participate in professional development for PSEED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(includes Knowledge Sessions)?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What was your experience of technical assistance for PSEED,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from CM, CCE, other orgs?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What structures in your school supported the implementation of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSEED? (leadership, schedule, student groupings, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. What are the major challenges you have faced in implementing PSEED in your classroom?
   - Expectations from the Foundation, CM, and others
   - Other teachers’ resistance to the PSEED work? (If yes, describe why you think some staff were resistant)
   - Resources (money, professional development time) to carry out your work?
   - Multiple other initiatives
   - Embedding EE rather than having it as an add-on
   - Other
Inputs
This section addresses whether or not you received the support you needed to implement your PSEED goals.

1. What role, if any, did CCE coaches play in your PSEED work? What was the content of the coaching? How has this gone? Has the coach been helpful to you? What else might have been helpful to you in terms of coach support for PSEED?

2. What roles have Lainy and Andrew from Community Matters played? Has this been helpful to you? What else might have been helpful to you in terms of CM support for PSEED?

3. Have you attended the Knowledge Sessions? About how many? What do you see as the purpose of the Knowledge Sessions? In general, were they helpful to you in your teaching practice? Think about one that was especially good—what do you remember about it?

4. Did you attend the Summer Institute? If not, why? If so, tell me about how it went. Do you feel that it was useful to you? If so, what did you get out of it? Did you do anything differently this year as a result of the Summer Institute? Was it useful for staff? What might have made it more useful for your school?

5. What about the website? Have you used it? Has it been useful?

6. What other supports (people, professional development, resources) have you received related to implementing experiential education? How and to what extent have they been helpful to your practice?

Changes
Now I’m going to ask some questions about changes have occurred as a result of your involvement in PSEED, and what’s likely to last or continue to change over the long run.

7. If you think back to your teaching before you first became involved in PSEED, is your teaching practice different as a result of PSEED? If so, how?
   a. Do your assignments differ? Examples?
   b. Do your students create different products? Examples?

8. How is your experience of the school culture, for example the collaboration among adults, or the tone of respect among teachers and students, different as a result of PSEED, if at all? Examples?

9. Are these changes likely to be maintained over time in your classroom (refer to changes noted above, in curriculum, pedagogy, school culture)? If so, what would maintain them?
10. What strategies and products have you used to assess the progress of your PSEED work?
   a. Sharing student work (describe)
   b. Portfolios
   c. School presentations/fairs/performances
   d. Staff discussions/PD
   e. Rubric
   f. Other

11. Would you say that your PSEED teaching activities and approaches have had an effect on student engagement? If so, in what ways? How can you tell?

12. Would you say that these changes have had an effect on student performance? If so, in what ways? How can you tell?

13. What have you found are the most successful ways to embed experiential education in your teaching (curriculum or pedagogy)?
Thanks for making the time for this interview. As you know, the goal of the Documentation Project is to capture what happened over the course of PSEED and why. I’d like to ask you some questions about how PSEED has played out, how things have changed over time, and where you see it going. Your comments will be kept final in the full report on the documentation project, which will be shared with others (Barr, other grantees, etc.) However, in the optional, internal report that we will prepare for your school at your request, it may not be possible to keep confidentiality. Therefore, please let us know if you would like to be sure that any of your comments are kept confidential in your internal report as well.

**Implementation**

1. What has your role been in PSEED? Have you been involved all 3 years? How long have you been at _________ (school)?

*First I would just like to hear a little bit about the “story” of PSEED at your school.*

2. My understanding is that your plan was to focus on __________. Is that correct?

3. What were your goals for focusing on _________________. Why did you choose this approach?

4. *Fill the table out together. Looking for trends, not exact information unless easy.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Staffing for PSEED,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including newly defined</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>staff roles, consultants,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specialists, volunteers,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parents, community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers by grade and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject involved in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementing PSEED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for PSEED (includes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Sessions?)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical assistance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for PSEED, from staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barr staff, CCE, other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orgs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. What are the major challenges you have faced?
   - Expectations from the Foundation, CM, and others
   - Staff resistance to the PSEED work? (If yes, describe why you think some staff were resistant)
   - Resources (money, professional development time) to carry out your plans?
   - Multiple other initiatives
   - Embedding EE rather than having it as an add-on

Inputs
This section addresses whether or not your school received the support it needed to implement your PSEED goals?

6. What role did CCE play in your PSEED work? What was the content of the coaching? How has this gone? Has the coach been helpful to you? What else might have been helpful to you in terms of coach support for PSEED?

7. What roles have Lainy and Andrew from Community Matters played? Has this been helpful to you? What else might have been helpful to you in terms of CM support for PSEED?

8. Have you attended the Knowledge Sessions? About how many? What do you see as the purpose of the Knowledge Sessions? In general, were they helpful to you? Think about one that was especially good—what do you remember about it?

9. Did you attend the Summer Institute? If not, why? If so, tell me about how it went. Do you feel that it was helpful to you? To staff? What might have made it more useful for your school?

10. What about the website? Have you used it? Has it been useful?

Changes
Now I’m going to ask some questions about changes have occurred as a result of your involvement in PSEED, and what’s likely to last or continue to change over the long run.

11. How is your school different as a result of PSEED, if at all? (Tell them that these are the categories of the rubric)
   a. curriculum (project-based, content rich, authentic)
   b. pedagogy (reflective, inquiry-based)
   c. culture (collaborative, visible)
   d. structures (supportive leadership, flexible structures)
   e. teacher and student products

12. Are these changes likely to be maintained over time (refer to changes noted above, in curriculum, pedagogy, school culture, and structures)? If so, what would maintain them?
13. What strategies and products have you used to assess the progress of the PSEED work of teachers and students:
   a. Sharing student work (describe)
   b. Portfolios
   c. School presentations/fairs/performances
   d. Staff discussions/PD
   e. Rubric
   f. Other

14. Would you say that your PSEED activities and approaches have had an effect on student engagement? If so, in what ways? How can you tell?

15. Would you say that these changes have had an effect on student performance? If so, in what ways? How can you tell?

16. What have you found are the most successful ways to embed experiential education in your current school curriculum and practices?

17. What is your definition of experiential education? How, if at all, has that changed over the course of the past 2 years?
**A6: Observation Guide**

Observation essentials
- Know as much as you can about the program you are observing before the observation
- Observe broadly, all the events and activities, not just the formal activity
- Be sure to document what you observe immediately and transcribe it soon

Other Observation guidelines
- Note who is engaged and not engaged, level of participation
- Write quotes as much as possible
- Distinguish judgment and interpretation from what actually happened by using parentheses or other marker
- Setting includes description of room, arrangement of desks and people
- Describe all groupings, large, small, spontaneous

**PSEED Observation for Documentation Project**

Date:___________________________________________________________________

School Name:____________________________________________________________

Event:__________________________________________________________________

Location, describe setting:________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Number of participants (by role—students, teachers, administrators, family, other staff):

________________________________       ________________________________
________________________________ ________________________________
________________________________ ________________________________
________________________________ ________________________________
________________________________ ________________________________

Observation Notes (include times at intervals):

Time at beginning:____________________________________________________________

Time at end:__________________________________________________________________
Appendix B: Documentation Exemplars from Schools
These documentation exemplars were chosen from many others, in part because they do not identify individual students in photos or by other means.

B1: Lee Academy Wheelock Professional Development

Workshop # 5
Ellie Friedland

Wheelock Family Theatre-Lee Academy Pilot School Drama Partnership

Year One: Workshop # 5: Enlivening Curriculum Through Drama and Movement
Instructor: Dr. Ellie Friedland, Wheelock College and the Wheelock Family Theatre
Thursday, April 13, 2007  2:00-5:00pm
Lee Academy Pilot School, 144A Talbot Ave., Dorchester, MA 02122

Agenda

3:00-3:10  Sign in, meet and greet
3:10- 3:25  Warm Up and Games
3:25-5:50  Examples of drama and movement games, structures and techniques to enliven dry curriculum and engage children actively:
  • Magic Box
  • Transformation Box
  • Sound and Motion for action verbs, spelling words, punctuation
  • Color My Words
  • Movement to teach verbs and adverbs
  • Statues of historic moments
  • Body Sculptures of Letters and Spelling Words
  • Creating a Character Who Knows Less Than the Children
  • Character Interviews
  • Commercials for Historical Events, Science Concepts, Verbs and Nouns
  • Math Through Movement
  • Texture Walk
  • Environments Walk
  • Movement for Paying Attention and for Teaching Opposites
  • Pre-Writing Character Profiles
  • If I Had My Way Scenes

4:50-5:00  Teachers fill out written feedback forms and discuss follow-up visits

Handout: Please read this article for the next Workshop:
Story Dramatization: More Than a Fun Activity by Ellie Friedland
Sound and Motion

Possible Objectives/Curriculum Applications
Warm up bodies and increase expressiveness
Gain comfort expressing yourself physically and verbally
Nonverbally express the meaning of Action Verbs
Nonverbally demonstrate nouns, punctuation, animals, environments, etc.
Assess children’s knowledge in any of the content above.

Helpful Rules
Stay in your spot in the circle
No talking
No touching others

Procedure
All stand in a large circle
Each person will take a turn
First person goes into the center and lets a movement come from her body, whatever her body feels like doing, and let it become a repetitive movement, with a repetitive voice sound.
Everyone around the circle does her movement with her, matching it as closely as possible.
She moves around so all can see her facial expression, details of her movement, and she checks that each person has her movement and sound accurately.
Then she moves out of the circle, still doing her sound and movement. All are still doing it—the movement and sound never stop in this game.
She moves toward a person in the circle, indicating it is that person’s turn next.
He then moves into the circle still doing her sound and movement.
Then he allows the movement and sound to gradually change into a new repetitive sound and movement; all do it along with him the whole time.
He checks everyone, continues the cycle.
Toward the end of the game leader can ask those who haven’t had turns to put their hands up so the mover knows who to pick from.

Add your own extensions and variations:
**B1: Lee Academy Wheelock Professional Development**

Silent Verbs and Adverbs

Possible Objectives/Curriculum Applications
- Learning what verbs and adverbs are
- Comprehension of specific verbs and adverbs
- Learning interesting verbs and adverbs for more colorful expression and writing
- Learning verbs and adverbs in another language
- Learning to read words by sight

Helpful Rules
- Silence
- Move in a designated space
- No touching each other
- Keep your feet on the floor

Procedure
- Leader makes up large signs ahead of time with selected verbs. Hold each verb up so all can see. They move the way it says to move.
- Same with adverbs except you decide one way to move for every word—we will always walk but the words will tell you how to walk.
- Leader can say the words or not, or call on individual children to say each word

Add your own extensions and variations:

---

**Magic Box**

Possible Objectives/Curriculum Applications
- Increase nonverbal expressiveness
- Understand concrete objects—weight, size, shape
- Practice or review letter sounds or letter combinations
- Practice, review, or assess content knowledge in various categories: healthy foods, beginning or ending sounds, consonant or vowel sounds, everything in the box is something you’d see or use in an environment, a product of a country, etc.

Helpful Rules
- Make an audience space and a stage space
- Each person takes a turn when he or she has an idea; go as soon as the person before you puts her object back
- No talking when you take your turn
- Everyone’s box can be different
- Make sure your box opens facing the audience
- No talking when you are audience except to guess the object
- Calling out what you think objects are is fine
- Things you find in the Magic Box can be bigger than the box
**B1: Lee Academy Wheelock Professional Development**

**Procedure**
Leader creates a Magic Box, demonstrates opening it facing the audience
Each person will find something in the box that fits the category, and will take it out and use it.
You do not need to create it—it exists already. Show its general size, weight and shape as you take it out of the Box; then use it (silently).
Audience says what it is, and when they are correct, put your object back in the box.

If children are reluctant to take turns, each person can point to the person to go next after she puts her object back into the box.

**Variation, with same basic structure, rules, and procedure:**

**Packing a Suitcase**

**Possible Objectives/Curriculum Applications**
Same as for Magic Box
Learning about environments or countries: pack what we would need to go to a rain forest, or to Alaska, or a space mission, etc.
Pre-writing activity: plan for details about a place or trip you will be writing about, etc.

**Add your own extensions and variations:**

---

**Color Your Words**

**Possible Objectives/ Curriculum Applications**

Increasing verbal expressiveness
Increasing expressiveness, clarity and projection (being loud enough) in reading and speaking
Increasing comprehension of words through verbal expression
Learning new words to make writing more expressive

**Helpful Rules**
Try not to use your body to express the meaning of the words
Exaggerate with your voice
Stay in your spot in the circle or with your partner
B1: Lee Academy Wheelock Professional Development

Procedure
Structure can be in a circle, everyone repeats each word after the leader, all at the same time; or in pairs.
Leader can say the words or just hold up large paper with each word written on it.

The guidelines are: leader will count 1-2-3 and on 3 say the word so that you express the meaning of the word by how you say it. Do not express the meaning with your body, even though we usually do—this is to exaggerate expression with your voice.
Say each word one time. If in pairs, say it to your partner, then he says it back to you.

Some good words for this game:
cold          stormy          parched          harsh
warm          calm            soggy           sad
freezing       thunder        giggly          smooth
sheltering     weepy          wavy            brisk
breezy         grim           relaxed        crunchy
still          stern          spongy         tender
windy          rustle         happy           angry
frightened      warm          soft            proud

Add your own extensions and variations:

Listen to Move

Possible Objectives/Curriculum Applications
Practice listening and paying close attention
Keeping track, remembering multiple facts at once
Quick thinking/responding in the moment
Learning opposites

Helpful Rules
Silence
Move in a designated space
No touching each other
Keep your feet on the floor
**B1: Lee Academy Wheelock Professional Development**

**Procedure**
Walk around the room and listen for leader’s instruction.
Leader says walk, run, etc a few times to warm up the group.
Then: leader says: When I say “walk,” you stop. When I say “stop,” you walk.
Do that a few times.
Now add to this: When I say “say your name” you jump. When I say “jump” you say your name.

Do this with opposites, any instructions you want to add.

**Add your own extensions and variations:**

---

**Group Counting**

**Possible Objectives/Curriculum Applications**
Voice control and modulation
Practice being loud
Learning to count by 1’s, 2’s or any #
Learning any sequence you need to memorize

**Helpful Rules**
All sit or stand in a circle
Listen carefully, no talking except the counting

**Procedure**
We will all count together by two’s or whatever the sequence is: start when leader says 1-2-3.
Tell the group how high to go.
Start as soft as you can and still be speaking, gradually get louder and louder till at the last number or word in the sequence you are at top voice, the loudest you can be. Be careful not to get there too soon.

**Add your own extensions and variations:**
**Rock Star Nursery Rhyme**

**Possible Objectives/Curriculum Applications**
- Increasing verbal expressiveness
- Increasing expressiveness, clarity and projection (being loud enough) in reading and speaking
- Increasing comprehension of words through verbal expression
- Understanding a character in a story (express like that character)

**Helpful Rules**
- Focus on your partner
- Use your body and voice full out
- Exaggerate and have fun

**Procedure**
- Group decides a nursery rhyme or ditty everyone knows — if there isn’t one, leader can give the group an easy rhyme
- Everyone stands facing a partner
- Pick an A and a B in each pair — just to know whose turn it is
- A’s or B’s go first
- When leader says Go, A sings the rhyme to your partner one time all the way through
- As soon as A finishes, B sing it to A. Leader will give you the way to sing it — each will be your own version of the expression

**Ways to sing:**
- Like a rock star
- Like a Marine sergeant
- Like a opera singer
- Very very softly
- Like a radio announcer telling a suspense story
- Like a preacher
- Like your favorite first grade teacher
- Like an extreme character in a story or play you have read

**Add your own extensions and variations:**
## Running Summary of YA PSEED Related Projects, 2006-07

### School/Town:  Site name  Last updated:  Date

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade(s)</th>
<th>Unit/Curric. Area/ Standards</th>
<th>Project or Activity</th>
<th>Partners/Who all is Involved?</th>
<th>Time Frame</th>
<th>What type of support is PSEED providing?</th>
<th>What are the most interesting results of this project? (NOTE: Specific details and complete sentences make this data more useful for now. It can be edited for clarity and brevity later.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Art</td>
<td>Family Story</td>
<td>Children's Families, Local building contractor</td>
<td>Early Winter</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, materials support, class support for project</td>
<td>Families told their stories of social justice during family presentation, powerful sharing about how the many families in the class have been impacted by social justice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Field experiences connected to curriculum</td>
<td>Local building contractor, Boston Nature Center, Forest Hills Cemetery</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip curriculum and planning support</td>
<td>Students visited DNC connected to its Butterfly unit if study and followed up with visits to Forest Hills cemetery. Students visited housing construction across the street as part of its buildings and structures unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Social Studies, Science, Literacy, Art</td>
<td>Farms and Markets</td>
<td>Several local farms</td>
<td>Fall into spring</td>
<td>Facilitating small &quot;study groups&quot;, curriculum planning</td>
<td>Students begin a year of study with several trips to local food growing places. Students are broken into small study groups to study one aspect in particular (crops, cows etc.) These are written about in a big book and presented during family presentations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Social Studies, Science, Literacy</td>
<td>Social Justice</td>
<td>Re-Vision House</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Relationship building with Re-Vision House, Curriculum planning</td>
<td>Students visit Re-Vision house to understand the social justice issues associated with food. Students produced a book about the issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Social Studies, Science, Literacy, Math, Art, Music</td>
<td>Gardens</td>
<td>School Yard Garden, Re-Vision House</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Relationship building with Re-Vision House, Curriculum planning, Materials and Supplies help, Study group support</td>
<td>Students created a schoolyard garden, used Re-Vision house gardens as model. Project culminated with the eating of a salad from the garden at end of year. Signs were made, math was used to plan garden, human connections to food were studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Art, Social Studies, Literacy, Music</td>
<td>Neighborhood Studies</td>
<td>Urban Edge, DSNY, Villa Victoria, Boston Public, Tours, Prudential Center</td>
<td>Year Long</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip scheduling and staff support, curriculum materials</td>
<td>Students studied 3 different Boston Neighborhoods, and looked at the issue of affordable housing specifically as a social justice issue. Students worked with Urban Edge to do a role play about affordable housing and presented their work at the school's MLK social justice assembly. The year culminated with a spectacular song they composed about Boston Neighborhoods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Wampumog</td>
<td>Plimouth</td>
<td>Year Long</td>
<td>Curriculum planning</td>
<td>Students visited Plimouth plantation, Arnold Arboretum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column 1</td>
<td>Column 2</td>
<td>Column 3</td>
<td>Column 4</td>
<td>Column 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies, Literacy, Art</td>
<td>Studies</td>
<td>Plantation, Arnold Arboretum, Native American Speaker, Museum</td>
<td>Field trip scheduling and staff support, curriculum materials</td>
<td>to look study native Americans. Students created plays during their club times and presented at family presentation about their research on native Americans.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Art, Social Studies, Literacy, Science</td>
<td>Early Colonization</td>
<td>Home Depot, Plymouth Plantation, Mayflower, Harvard Natural History Museum, Blue Hills Reservation, Game of Village Program</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip scheduling and staff support, curriculum materials, support with design and construction of homes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Science</td>
<td>Electrical Circuits</td>
<td>Northeastern</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Curriculum planning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Science, Literacy Studies</td>
<td>Ecosystem Studies</td>
<td>Forest Hills Cemetery, Children's Museum</td>
<td>Fall/Winter</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip scheduling and staff support, curriculum materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Science</td>
<td>Early American History</td>
<td>Field trips to numerous Boston Early American History Sites</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Curriculum planning,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Science</td>
<td>Simple Machines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>As part of their study about the 13 original colonies, students made a large map. For their science projects on electrical circuits they made push button light indicators for key places on the map of the 13 original colonies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy Ancient Civilizations</td>
<td>Courageous Sailing, Boston Harbor Islands, National Parks Service, Appalachian Mountain Club</td>
<td>All Year</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip scheduling and staff support, curriculum materials, staff instructional support</td>
<td>Students spent the year studying different ancient civilizations. Field based experiences are used to help students understand what early explorers and settlers of ancient civilizations experienced, felt and had to deal with. Students spent the fall sailing on Jamaica pond and in the spring did an overnight trip to one of the Boston Harbor Islands.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Social Studies, Sustainability and Recycling</td>
<td>Re-Vision house, Local</td>
<td>All Year</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip scheduling</td>
<td>As part of their year long unit en sustainability, students implemented a school wide recycling program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CO-SEED Project Summary, Page 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Subject, Area</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Timing</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Science, Art</td>
<td>Deforestation</td>
<td>All Year</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip scheduling and staff support, curriculum materials culminated with a presentation to families about the work they did and what families can do to recycle in their own homes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Science, Literacy</td>
<td>Science Night</td>
<td>Early Spring</td>
<td>Whole school presentation for what is happening in science. All exhibits had elements of hands-on experiences and learning. Many were culminating or ongoing exhibitions about what students were learning in science through experiential education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Science, Math, Art-all case specific</td>
<td>Family Presentations</td>
<td>Throughout the year</td>
<td>Curriculum planning, field trip scheduling and staff support, curriculum materials, family presentation setup Grades 6-8 have the options. All grades presented their work to families, all projects were the culminating work of the experiential curriculum classes have been involved in doing. There is a noted improvement in the quality of these presentations and the engagement students have for presenting their work since experiential education has been integrated throughout the school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Science, Math, Art, Music</td>
<td>MLK Celebrations</td>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Curriculum planning and materials support, All grades presented some aspect of their experiential units during the school's annual social justice assembly. All units explained the connection between social justice and their experiential units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy, Science, Math, Music</td>
<td>Step Up Day</td>
<td>Late Spring</td>
<td>Curriculum planning and materials support, At the schools year end celebration, to honor students moving up to the next grade, presentations all summarized their experiential work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs</td>
<td>Social Studies, Literacy</td>
<td>Integration with core class curriculum</td>
<td>All Year</td>
<td>Curriculum planning and materials support, Clubs at certain grade levels took steps toward connecting club curriculum to class curriculum. This was particularly successful at grades K, 1, 2 and 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Rubric</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Design, facilitation and writing support, To guide curriculum planning school staff felt strongly that the PSEED design team create a curriculum design fabric to assist teachers with understanding the qualities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B2: YA Curriculum Development
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Rubric</th>
<th>PSEED design team</th>
<th>Fall</th>
<th>Design, facilitation and writing support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Curriculum Documentation</td>
<td>PSEED design team</td>
<td>All Year</td>
<td>Gathering resources, planning with teachers, facilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>BNC Planning Time</td>
<td>Boston Nature Center</td>
<td>All Year</td>
<td>Facilitation, curriculum design support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Summer Institute</td>
<td>CO-SEED, Appalachian Mountains Club</td>
<td>Early Summer 06 and 07</td>
<td>Facilitation, curriculum design support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To guide curriculum planning school staff felt strongly that the PSEED design team create a curriculum design rubric to assist teachers with understanding the qualities of effective experiential education curriculum design.

The PSEED design team has created a curriculum grid, an 3 ring binder and a large box system for documenting curriculum. The goal is for incoming teachers to start with what previous years teachers have created. As of the end of this school year, all grades have started this process and several are very far along.

All grades go to Boston Nature Center once a month for common planning time around experiential education curriculum design.

Teachers from most grades attended the 4 day CO-SEED summer institute to spend time planning experiential curriculum, documenting curriculum and to get new ideas for curriculum implementation.
Typographic Self-Portrait

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY GUIDELINES FOR SUCCESS

1. Write 3 different descriptions of the mood, emotion, or key idea you want to communicate in your self-portrait.
   TIP: Think about including a significant detail, object, or symbol that connects to your identity.

2. Make 3 sketches of your self-portrait based on each of the above descriptions, also known as your concepts.

3. After critique, select one of your self-portrait sketches to develop into a typographic illustration on the computer.

4. Create a new Adobe Illustrator document measuring 14.2083" wide x 10.6667" high (1023 x 768 pixels)
   Name document with appropriate name
   "Portrait + "Your name abbreviated" + file extension " .ai"
   EXAMPLE: Portrait_JLi.ai
   Do not exceed 16 characters including spaces before file extension; abbreviate if necessary

5. Use only text and typographic characters (letters, numbers, punctuation) to make your self-portrait.

6. Use text and typographic characters that connect to your CONTENT. Specifically, use text that connects to the mood, emotion, or key idea you want to communicate.

7. Use text and typographic characters that connect to your FORM. Specifically, choose text and characters that match the shapes you are drawing.

8. Create a composition that integrates foreground and background.

9. Select and apply a background color that supports your chosen concept (mood, emotion, or key idea). With the foreground being black, your final illustration will be two colors.

10. Export as JPG file
    File > Export
    Format > JPG Image
    Quality: Maximum Format
    Method: Baseline
    JPG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is a popular file format that compresses photographic images. You will notice that the file name remains the same with the exception of the file extension which is now " .JPG."

Your Name ______________________________

Concept (mood, emotion, or key idea) ______________________________

Background Color ______________________________

Each guideline is worth 10 points for a total of 100 possible points. Earning part of a requirement does not guarantee the full 10 points.

TOTAL ______________________________
B3: BAA Curriculum Development

Typographic Self-Portrait Sketch

Digital Art Design 2
Term 2 2007 Ms. Prentiss

Your Name

Concept: Write a description of any of the following aspects of your identity:
- a particular emotion you are conveying in your design
- a particular mood you want to communicate in your design
- a particular idea or concept you want to represent

Sketch a line here and explain your communicative ideas.
Typographic Self-Portraits

These Typographic Self-Portraits were created by 10th grade Visual Artists in Ms. Prentiss' Digital Art/Design 2 class. First, students developed a concept for their piece, highlighting a key aspect of their identity or expressing a specific mood. Based on their concepts, students wrote descriptions then sketched possible layouts. After critique, students created their portraits in Adobe Illustrator, “drawing” with text that connected to both the FORM and CONTENT of their subject. Specifically, students selected fonts and individual letters, numbers, or punctuation that matched shapes in their sketches. In addition, students “drew” with text that they had written about themselves. Their final self-portraits measured approximately 14.5"w x 10.5"h.
**B4: Mission Hill School Curriculum Outline**

Chernobyl— Raising money for the organization and possible exchange program.

“Challenging Minds challenging homelessness project”

Interviews and data collection for homeless project in conjunction with C. Johnson in the Math department

**Diabetes Project**
Students first learned about diabetes, its symptoms, causes, and treatments through classroom instruction, research, guest speakers. Students then designed a neighborhood survey with this question in mind: if you live in Dudley Square and are at risk for diabetes, what should you avoid? What local resources are available to help people at risk for diabetes? Students surveyed restaurants, schools, exercise facilities, and supermarkets, and rated these establishments as healthy or unhealthy. Students then demonstrated their knowledge with a project, either a diner’s guide to Dudley, a diabetes fact sheet, or a Managing Your Diabetes board game.

**Garden Project**
Students learned by doing. A crew of 8 students spent 4 weeks earning science competencies while they planted and cultured the schools new community garden. Students cared for the vegetables, used math skills to build a small storage shed, conducted tours of the garden for visitors, reflected on their learning in journals which overall fostered a genuine appreciation for contributing to the school by creating something beautiful. The work was hard on many of those hot July days and students saw quickly the rewards of their hard work. Teachers and visitors remarked on construction of their shed, the flavor of the vegetables and the beauty of the transformed garden. Students continued to harvest crops throughout the fall in a Friday elective. Some took the vegetables home but students also made fresh salads for staff and home fries for Christmas breakfast.

- *Genetics/Human Bio-field trips*
- *Soil Testing*:
- *Water Testing*
- *Murder and Medical Mysteries*
- *Anatomy and Physiology*
- *Recycling and Mural projects:*
- *Genetics Case Study*
collected data in Boston and then analyzed that data in class
used books and curbs to model and discuss slope
planned for a party using measurement
modeled life-size whales from scale drawings and drew a door to scale
modeled parabolas with tennis balls
applied the Golden Ratio to human bodies
used G.I.S. to geocode maps of their neighborhoods
designed dream houses and went to Home Depot to choose paint and decide how much was needed
used parabolas to design a satellite dish
designed a Multipurpose Room with movable storage above Distance Learning
created an equation to determine the ideal fabric for individual women based on body construction
B4: Mission Hill School Curriculum Outline

- Students will learn about child labor

Ongoing Assessment
How will students demonstrate what they know and can do?

I will assess students understanding through the work songs they write, documented conversations, the connections they make through their research and field trips, etc.

Final Assessment
How will you and students know whether the learning goals have been met? By what standards will you and the students define and assess quality work and achievement?

- Songs they write should reflect their thinking the struggle of work.
- Their research/writing (along with being grammatically and mechanically sound) will display critical thinking – including some Habits of Mind — about the subject.
- Art work will be thoughtful and reflect what they have learned and/or concluded about the topic.
- How they work, their jobs and what adjustments they make during the process should reflect what they’ve learned.
- WOW Potluck – work songs, presentations of jobs, dream jobs, field trips
**Young Achievers Experiential Education Rubric – Final DRAFT**

*Definition of Experiential Education:* A philosophy and process in which educators purposefully engage with learners in direct, relevant experience and focused reflection in order to increase knowledge, develop skills, and clarify values and ways of thinking. – The Association for Experiential Education

This is a tool to be used for developing an experiential education unit and to assess yourself as a professional learner engaged in the process of developing experiential education curricula. As a part of your goal setting we will use this to reflect on your experiential unit design, determine where you are in the process and name steps to move you to the next level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Elements</th>
<th>Beginning</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Accomplished</th>
<th>Documented for Dissemination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guiding Questions/Big Ideas – Questions that guide the design and implementation of your experiential education unit.</strong></td>
<td>The experiential unit (of whatever length) has guiding questions identified that are meant to lead to lesson plan design.</td>
<td>Guiding questions and big ideas form the foundation for designing the unit and are regularly referred to during learning experiences.</td>
<td>The unit has a well thought out sequence of guiding questions and big ideas that steer the direction, planning, implementation, reflection and revision of the curriculum.</td>
<td>The role and purpose of guiding questions are easily understood when reading the documented curriculum. Guiding questions and big ideas are clear enough so both teachers and students are able to articulate them and their connection to the unit of study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| Standards – Content | Unit design reflects a separation between experiential learning and academic learning. | Unit design reflects an understanding of the opportunity for integration between experiential and academic learning; some are realized in the curriculum design and implementation. | Core academic standards/concepts are strategically taught through interdisciplinary connections throughout the experiential unit. Unit experiences are directly tied to the core academic standards for a particular grade level. | Teacher curriculum and student final products show evidence of interdisciplinary learning and mastery of grade level standards. Students and teachers are able to show evidence of this in culminating exhibitions. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Elements</th>
<th>Beginning</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Accomplished</th>
<th>Documented for Dissemination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processes -- Skills</td>
<td>Independent activities are planned for students to engage in hands-on learning.</td>
<td>The experiential unit is designed so that students can take part in some field and real world investigations. Unit design and instruction reflects an understanding of the tools and resources kids need to learn from the experiences. Teachers make models of excellent student work for students or share student exemplars from previous year. Students develop ideas of their own through a guided instruction process.</td>
<td>The experiential unit is designed for students to take part in field and real world investigations throughout the year. Instruction thoughtfully connects unit design, class instruction, field experiences and skill development. Students are able to transfer skills learned from one experience to another. Models of excellent student work are regularly used as instructional tools.</td>
<td>Experiential learning, field investigation and academic learning are connected to build on each other and create a holistic learning experience. Model student work is collected and stored for curriculum documentation and for use in successive instruction. Student work demonstrates initiative and skills in reasoning, inquiry, observation, reflection and communication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A teaching/learning style is developed that encourages and increases skills in reasoning, inquiry, observation, reflection and communication.
### B5: YA Experiential Education Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Element</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Products and Evaluations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Convene and Grade Work
- Students display work in class and teachers assign grades.
- Criteria and rubrics are established.

#### Evaluate and Revise Work
- Teachers use rubrics to assess work.
- Students receive feedback from teachers.
- Students revise work beyond the classroom.

#### Assess and Document
- Students self-assess work.
- There is a culminating public exhibition of student work.
- Students share work with the community.

#### Documentation for Dissemination
- Students produce work that is shared with the community.
- Students produce work that benefits the greater YA community.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Elements</th>
<th>Beginning</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Accomplished</th>
<th>Documented for Dissemination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Habits of Mind</strong></td>
<td>Habits of mind are considered in the design of the unit</td>
<td>There is a direct connection to more than one habit of mind as part of the unit design. There is some evidence of the habits of mind in the student and teacher work.</td>
<td>Many habits of mind are clearly incorporated into the design of the unit and are evident in the student and teacher work.</td>
<td>Habits of mind are demonstrated in curriculum documentation, student work, and exemplars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>School Mission</strong></td>
<td>As the experiential unit is created, there is an understanding that it connects to the school’s mission.</td>
<td>Science, Math and Social Justice are incorporated into the design of the experiential education unit and are evident in some student outcomes. The local environment is used as an instructional tool.</td>
<td>Demonstrated evidence of the school’s mission is embedded throughout student and teacher work. Use of the local environment is woven throughout the unit as content, tool and theme for instruction.</td>
<td>The strategy for incorporating the school’s mission into the experiential education unit is documented in rubrics, curriculum design and exemplary student work. Methods and strategies to use the local environment to teach are articulated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teacher Planning</strong></td>
<td>Activities are planned for students to engage in learning experiences that connect to the curriculum.</td>
<td>A comprehensive and collaborative planning process results in documentation using the YA Experiential Education Curriculum Map. Staff consult and use the YA experiential curriculum planning map.</td>
<td>The YA Curriculum Map is reflected on and revised regularly. Added curriculum resources are generated such as community resources, exemplars of student work and three ring binders that detail the curriculum.</td>
<td>New teachers are able to pick up documentation materials and find most of the necessary information to teach an experiential education unit of study for that grade.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### B5: YA Experiential Education Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Elements</th>
<th>Accomplished</th>
<th>Developing</th>
<th>Beginning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seamless Day</strong></td>
<td>The experiential curriculum, based on the learning goals, will include descriptions, models and exemplars of the learning experiences and outcomes that characterize their seamless day.</td>
<td>The design of the seamless day for each grade level is fully coordinated to support student engagement and achievement.</td>
<td>There is understanding of the seamless day and the communication between staff members about how academic classes and different disciplines can be coordinated to enhance student learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Partners and Outreach</strong></td>
<td>Community partners and resources are included in the curriculum plan and are communicated to the students.</td>
<td>Staff members and community partners meet regularly to explore long-term relationships and discuss instructional collaboration.</td>
<td>Students visit places in the community and guests visit the classroom to share information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Community resources are listed in the documentation.
- Community partners and resources are included in the curriculum plan and are communicated to the students.
- Community partners and resources are included in the curriculum plan and are communicated to the students.
B6: Boston Day and Evening Academy Experiential Projects

Experiential Education at BDEA

When is a BDEA Teacher "Doing" Experiential Education?

When a teacher introduces an idea or a unit of study by first providing students with a concrete experience, second guiding students through a process of reflection on what they learned during the experience, third generalizing and abstracting ideas as a part of comprehending their learning, and finally (fourth) extending that newly comprehended knowledge to other contexts, then that teacher is doing experiential education.

It does not matter if a math teacher is having students walk on a taped line to teach the idea of fractions, or if a science teacher is having students build a submarine to study marine biology, when ever a teacher employs the experiential education cycle, that teacher if "doing" experiential education.

The PSEED Project

For the past two years BDEA has been engaged in an environmental education project that focuses on the urban environment of Roxbury. The project, a whole-school experience, has the overarching goal to deepen the BDEA community’s understanding of the impact of environment on quality of life.

Through this project BDEA offers students the opportunity for in-depth exploration of its local environment. This is accomplished through an urban neighborhood strand that involves community mapping and oral history; a gardening strand which involves environmental science and hands-on gardening; and an environmental impact on health strand which addresses the public health challenges associated with the urban environment.

The project also involves discourse on environmental justice, working closely with community based organizations, and design of a campaign to make a positive impact on the community. The school has worked to integrate its PSEED efforts into its ongoing commitment to craft and refine a competency-based curriculum for all students, and to provide teachers with the professional development opportunities necessary to develop mastery of this approach.
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Examples of BDEA Experiential Activities 2006-2007

An online-magazine was developed, that focused on topics that were “ESSENTIAL” to each student. Because prospective graduates chose relevant topics for the Capstone Project, their written work was also included in the magazine. Some topics include parenting, local violence, education, advertising, auto repair and the iPad.

Math / Science project that focuses on the physics and the use of math in the design of satellite dishes.

Math and Science project that demonstrates how those sound waves function in the music we hear.

Math / Science project that compares a car’s “systems” to the “systems” of the human body.

Mother’s Journal where young moms write about day to day experiences of parenting and then will explore an “issue” for further study.

One student is exploring the science and mathematics of textiles in fashion design.

One Capstone Project focused on defining SIDS as well as informing young moms about the issue.

An AIDS project which not only studies what the disease is, but examines the social impact the epidemic has on the United States as well as in Africa.

Combining all the different projects and topics and posting them in an online magazine, otherwise known as a blog.

Web project that includes a History report, Science lab presentation, data analysis and capstone project.

A program wide project focused on the study of the brain; students explored their own learning styles, compared their own data to the data of classmates, examined how their different styles impacts individual learning as well as the personality of learning within the program.

A fieldtrip to UMass Boston to meet Michael Patrick McDonald (the author of All Souls and Easter Rising) in the conversation with a writer series.

Mock trials to analysis European exploration

Pequot Museum (a field trip)

A PowerPoint presentation – researching Indigenous tribes

Have begun an oral tradition unit through some experiential learning- interviewing family members to construct their personal stories.

Media project: Students evaluated various advertisements and the structure of the “propaganda” through the media messages. They have been engaged in deconstruction of local advertisements through magazines and posters. Students were involved in a field trip where they gathered data on local advertisements. They had to analyze how the advertisement changes depending on a community: its variety and subjects vs. where the advertisements are located and in what multitude. Students traveled through Roxbury, Brookline, and Boston. The data collection was also focused on the environment of each community. Science connection. Outcome- The students will create petitions to criticize some of the offensive advertisements located in the communities. (Pre-Post activities were planned; data sheets were created and discussed; photos were taken)

A Field trip to Gulag exhibition at Boston University.

Creating a diary from the perspective of a Gulag survivor.
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Chernobyl—Raising money for the organization and possible exchange program.

“Challenging Minds challenging homelessness project”

Interviews and data collection for homeless project in conjunction with C. Johnson in the Math department

Diabetes Project
Students first learned about diabetes, its symptoms, causes, and treatments through classroom instruction, research, guest speakers. Students then designed a neighborhood survey with the question in mind: if you live in Dudley Square and are at risk for diabetes, what should you avoid? What local resources are available to help people at risk for diabetes? Students surveyed restaurants, schools, exercise facilities, and supermarkets, and rated these establishments as healthy or unhealthy. Students then demonstrated their knowledge with a project, either a diner’s guide to Dudley, a diabetes fact sheet, or a Managing Your Diabetes board game.

Garden Project
Students learned by doing. A crew of 8 students spent 4 weeks earning science competencies while they planted and cultured the school’s new community garden. Students cared for the vegetables, used math skills to build a small storage shed, conducted tours of the garden for visitors, reflected on their learning in journals which overall fostered a genuine appreciation for contributing to the school by creating something beautiful. The work was hard on many of those hot July days and students saw quickly the rewards of their hard work. Teachers and visitors remarked on the construction of their shed, the flavor of the vegetables and the beauty of the transformed garden. Students continued to harvest crops throughout the fall in a Friday elective.

Some took the vegetables home but students also made fresh salads for staff and home fries for Christmas breakfast.

Genetics/Human Bio-field trips

Soil Testing:

Water Testing

Murder and Medical Mysteries

Anatomy and Physiology

Recycling and Mural projects:

Genetics Case Study

collected data in Boston and then analyzed that data in class

used books and curbs to model and discuss slope

planned for a party using measurement

modeled life-size whales from scale drawings and drew a door to scale

modeled parabolas with tennis balls

applied the Golden Ratio to human bodies

used GIS to geocode maps of their neighborhoods

designed dream houses and went to Home Depot to choose paint and decide how much was needed

took parabolas to design a satellite dish

designed a Multipurpose Room with movable storage above Distance Learning

created an equation to determine the ideal fabric for individual women based on body construction
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After months navigating the city’s first WiFi network, students of the Lilla G. Frederick Pilot Middle School on Columbus Rd. demonstrated their findings this week. The students were given the task of mapping out locations throughout the city to check for signal strength of the WiFi network.
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